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Reveille
WAKEN! little robin,
Sing your happy lore.
Waken! Mother nature,
For thy sleep is o'er.
Oh the charm of gentle spring-time
Fills all the air today,
And the breezes softly pleading,
Call the flowers out to play.
Oh, wonder that the breezes
Could sing s o sweet a lay
That the green buds burst in blossom,
And the night breaks into day.
Oh , gentle music-maker
I would my soul might sing
In cadence with thy mellow song,
In cadence with the Spring.
Ralph ]. McMonagle, ' 19.

The Ultra- Radicals
in Contemporary Poetry
mi g ht seem rat her p recoc ious for a coll ege magaz ine of
I Tmodest
proporti ons to a ttempt a criti ci m of a cont emporary school in litera ture. lt w ould be if th e writ er, assuming
the air of a savant, wielded a trenchan t pen for th e pure lov e
of writin g . Criti cis m come easy fo r one w ho has many praises,
and only a few eli agreeabl e th in gs to say abo u t a n a uth or or a
doctrine ; but, unha pp ily, not all a u thors a nd doc trin es dese rv e
laudatory bouqu ets. In thi s essay the wr ite r will have much
to say that is un complim ent ary and pe rh ap,, eve n offensiv e,
but it will be sa id in a ca nd id an d st ra ig ht fo rwa rd ma nn er.
There is a sc hool of w ri te rs wh o ca ll th emse lves Im agis ts.
Th eir greatest obj ec ti on to ordinary ve rse is th e monotonous,
studied , and a rtifi cial impedim ents o f rhym e an d rh y thm. Accordin g to th em th e e tec hni cal ab surdi t ies shac kle th e spirit
of the poet and prev ent him fr om ex prcs. in g him se lf in th e
language of th e soul. F or this reason th ey emp loy Free V er c.
To quote an es ayi st in th e Philo oph er of F oll y " V ers Libre
is Poetry gone wrong . It is Prose ruined for life." T o explain
the technique of thi s form of writing would be beyond the
scope of this article. It is a combination of pro e a nd poe try,
having a cad ence closer w oven than th e form er and a more
elastic arrangement than th e latter.
This Free Verse is not a mod e rn im·e nti on. Jts supporters
admit that they have copied the Greek Melic poe ts, certain
French writers, and the American , Walt Whitman. Here is a
stanza of the stuff, fresh from th e pen of an Imag ist. It describes a bus ride omewhere, L ond on, I believe.
"My soul
Shrieking
Is jolted fonYard by a long hot barInto direct distances
It pierces the mall of my back."
Horace mu s t have foreseen omething like thi s when he
wrote "Parturiunt montes, na cetur ridiculu s mus." From the
above selection one can ee that there is absolutely no limit
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to the len gth of line, one word or forty arc nece sary to give
th e poet the required "elbow room" of the spirit. Milton used
free verse in the chorus of Samson Agonistes, where a certain
effect co uld be produced only by allowing greater freedom of
form. vVc grant that on rare occasions a more flexible form
is permi iblc, but these are the exception, not the rule. To
emp loy Free Verse as the sole medium of expre ion is as
ridi culou s as to ca rry on a heated argument in interjections,
for Free Verse has a narrower phere in poetry than interjections in speec h.
Why is poetry an art? Is it because on ly a se lect few
have the poetic temperament? Obviously not; for then the
reading of poetry co uld invoke no beautiful thought in the
heart of the reader. Does the art consi t in the u e of words
above the plane of ordinary langu age?
o, not this either; for
the lan g uage of the poet is the language of th e people, slightly
chastened. The art of poetry, as Leigh Hunt exquisitely says,
"is the utterance of a pa sia n for truth, beauty and power, embodying and illustrating its conceptions by an imaginative
fancy , and modulatin g its language on the principle of variety
in unity. " It is then a uni on of three elements; the poetry of
the hea rt, possessed in ome degree by all, fu ed with the
power of expression, a nd the whole warmed to a glow by the
twin fires of ima gination and sugge tivenc s.
Perhap the novice ver ifi cr adly rea li zes that only on
rare occasions is the eye "in a fine frenzy rolling." He will
also kn ow that these compositions produced, when he had on ly
to reach out for words and exp rc sions, a re th e best. This
eems to imply that at least, for inspirational poetry, regular
verse hold no terrors. After the glow of in spi rati on ha s red dened and gone ou t, thoughts and cxpre sions will uffer a
corresponding diminution of vigor and life. This residue
of dead embers till po se ses enough substance for the formation of exce llent Free Verse. In fact, unhampered by any
thing except your ow n idio yncracie and the ink supply, you
can write as much Ver Librc as you can copy passages from
Stevenson. Free Verse, to change the figure, is a roo my attic
in which to store all those literary grimcracks that arc t oo
good to throw away and not good enough to use. It is to
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P oetry what Cubistry is to art -ha rd, g rotesque, unae thetic,
and ang ular. j oyce Ki lmer says a young writer w ill do better to co mpo e one good sonnet tha n fill t wenty volumes with
Free V erse.
Write rs (and thi s ·ecm. the g reatest objection for t he
future) wh o a rc balked by t he techni calities of regular verse,
find this n ew fo rm ·quite within their capa bilities. The latter requires less effort, a less subtle pen, a smaller vocabula ry
than a re demanded by th e older, recognized forms. Yet jus t
these combined with mecha nical skill arc th e criteria fo r knowing the masters. W ise old Horace sa id, " ma yhap you can draw
a cypress, but of w ha t good is that when you are call ed upon
to pa int a _hip w reck"? T hese w riters ca n describe a bus
ride in L ondon; can they g ive to "airy nothing a local habitation a nd a na me?" But thi s is not all. W o uld you pra ise a
scu lptor fo r pointing to an unhewn bl ock of g ra nite a nd dilato, the
ing on th e bea ut iful statue that he has conceived ?
artis t in both culpt ure a nd poetry must ftrst have both a conception a nd t he a bility of reproducing that inner image in
marble or on paper fo r t he good of hi fello w men.
Some o ne has suggested that there be a third division of
literature, na mely, what he ca lls rhythmus. It i not a bad
idea. There a rc indeed many sublime passag es in prose tha t in
rhythm, and loftin ess of express ion dese rve to be et aside
from th e o rdin a ry run of prose, jus t as t here arc lines in
stanzas that ha rm rath er tha n cmbelli h poetry as a whole.
B ut Free Verse is not th e only, in fact it is not even the
principal rung in th e ladder of th ese ultra-rad icals. Imagery
is the a lpha a nd omega of their creed a nd fo r tha t reason they
ca ll themse lves Imagists. " R e ponse to imprc ions a nd representations of these impressions in their origina l i ola t ion are
th e ma rks of th e new poetry. " They a re color a nd ound a rtis ts who fa ncy if t hey produce fo r t he eye exact, clea r-cut pictures, a nd reprod uce for the ca r every little bubble of music,
that the reade r can supply t he rest for him self. Th is wordpainting is a lso clone in pro e, bu t it is not th e prime object
of prose o r of a ny oth er form of compo i tion. Ruskin was an
artist in thi - type of writing if ever th ere was one, a nd yet he
does more t ha n p ut a ccne before you.
Tow, dea r reader,
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which of the following selections appeals more to you? In
speaking of grass Ruskin writes: "Pastures beside the pacing
brooks, soft banks and knolls of lowly hills, thymy lopes of
down overlooked by the blue line of lifted sea, crisp lawns,
all dim with early dew, or smooth in evening warmth of barred
sunshine, dinted by happy feet, and oftening in their fall the
sound of loving voices-all these are summed up in those simple words; and the e are not all."
Or the following description of the sea by an Imagist:
"Whirl up sea,Whirl your pointed pines,
Splash your great pines
On our rocks,
Hurl your green over us
Cover us with your pools of fir."
Both of these are word pictures, yet how warm and compelling is the former in contrast with the cold impersonality
of the latter. Besides, wave never assume the exquisite taper
of our cone-bearers. There is not a scintilla of poetry in it;
it is merely an over-elaborated trifle in color.
In novels, the writer often devotes whole pages to a desc ripti on of some locality. He may even cover a chapter in
describing the topography of the country. He has a definite
purpo e iq thi . He is painting the background, which is to
form the setting for his characters; he is scene painting for the
stage on which his actors move and act. The Imagist paints a
rose, or a wet morning in spring, or an expanse of mottled
water, without any comment at al l. We naturally ask, "What
were your emotions when you saw this, what impression would
you have your readers receive from this description?" Surely
poetry must go beyond painting in its portrayal of life before
itdeserves to be classed as artistic. As one writer ably says,
"The demand of the mind for meaning is as in istent as the demand of the eye for beauty, and the attributes arc practically
inseparable in man."
Poetry by definition "is the imaginative repre entation
thru the medium of language of true grounds for a noble emotion." The poet does not look upon the beauties of nature
simply as objects of sensation, that manifestly would be elfish,
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and poetry necessarily excludes selfishness. He intertwines
(and this is the essence of lyric poetry) with his ense perceptions, his own thoughts, reflection , impression , emotions, be
they joy or orrow; peace or disquietude.
Wordsworth writes poetry in the following:
"The Rainbow come and goes,
And lovely is the rose,
The moon doth with delight
Look round her when the heavens are bright.
\Vaters on a starry night are
Arc beautiful and fair;
The ·unshinc is a g lorious birth;
But yet I know where'er I go,
That th ere hath past away a glory from the earth."
Amy Lowell writes fanciful piffle:
"Hey; My daffodil crowned,
lim and without sandals;
As the sudden spirit of flame upon darkness
So my eyeballs are startled with you,
Supple-limbed youth among the fruit trees,
Light runner through tasseled orchards.
You arc an almond flower un heathcd
Leaping and flickering between the budded branches."
Poetry i made up of four element : Imagination,
Thought, Emotion and Expression. While we arc satisfied
with two or three of these, we will not be satisfied with on ly
one, or none at all. Imagist Verse is the apotheosis of the
senses. Such work is not imaginative but fanciful. The
Imagist proclaims the superiority of the sen uous (I do not
mean ensual ) fac ulties over man's intellect, whereas in real
poetry the intellect must always dominate the sen es. "Poetry
lie between the cold detachment of philosophy and the warm
self-interest of religion." There mu t be an interpretation of
these sense perceptions in the be t possible manner, then, and
only then has the poet done justice to hi them e and given the
world something worth keeping.
The Imagi ts have no philosophy, they do not preach a
creed as Arnold and Wordsworth did. They are satisfied t o ad-
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here to their Free Verse and Imagist principles wjthout committing them elves further. Thu hampered in their little
sphere they cannot deal with any complex problem of life.
They take a naive delight in watching it rain, or in gathe ring
fallen leaves, or in picking flowers. Now the e are poetic subjects but they must be illuminated by an idea or emotionelse they are so many unlighted candles in the dark.
The Imagist endeavors to usc the exact word; decorative
epithets, beautiful words without meaning are condemned as
inart1st1c. As far as using the exact word is concerned we
agree with them. F lamboyant writing, whether in poetry or
prose, has the "purple patch effect" which at once excludes it
from literature. There might be some grounds for argument,
however, what the exact word means in color and sound.
Some one calls your cravat pearl gray, another lilac, a third
ma uve, and you wonder whether they are talking of colors or
flowers. As the Imagists are just color a nd sound artists, we
"hoi polloi" will not kn ow whether to agree with them or not.
In this modern school there i not only a freedom of form
but also a freedom of matter, as far as aesthetic and ethical
limitations are concerned. Under their rules one can write
about the grotesque or the vicious, or the sordid, as long as one
is sincere. Perhaps thi is their creed, their philosophy, who
knows? Swinburne is their Victorian model, of whom Chesterton remarks. His style "is a sort of profane and fi g hting
parody of the O ld Testament." In the case of Swinburne it
was style and style alone that made the poet, for his morals
were positively pagan.
Critics who castigate this school for their predilection for
Free Verse and Imagery, laud them for their contempt of
sweetnes and decorum as displayed by Tennyson. Why
poetry which has ever stood fo r the beautiful should s uddenly
embrace the unesthetic and the vulga r is a paradox of the
twentieth century. It is realism in poetry carried to the extreme to which Zola carried it in prose. One writer says, "One
writes of life as one sees it and the new writers are trying to
se t down their sense of the confusions and degradations and
bafflements of life as w e!! as its peaks in Darien." Vve are
pretty small beings after all as far as this world is concerned,
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still is literature always to remind one of the "humiliating position of the human animal?" People read poetry because it
insp ires them with lofty ideals and gives them new courage in
the battle of life. If this new chool is to reflect the orrows
and gloomy vicissitudes of life, of which we are sad ly aware
by daily contact, then there ult will be not an uplift but a depression of soul.
Poetry has in all ages been the alabaster fountain where
the purest waters of the heart gushed and bubbled. The daily
history of the world has so much that is bad in it and so little
that is good; murder, war, and sensationalism have so muddied
the channe ls of the daily press that the good, and the noble,
and the beautiful, find religion and poetry their only so urce
of expres ion.
A little digre sion is necessary here, for the plea of today
is that modern life needs a modern poetry.
Man today is fast becoming a city dweller; he lives in an
artificial realm where even the tar fail to shine out with their
usual lu ster. There is a change. Only a few generations ago
man lived closer to the soi l. He aw in his out-of-door life the
magi c of growing and ripening things. Accordingly he lived
in an atmosphere more conducive to poetry. Macaulay maintained "that, as civi lization advances, poetry almost necessarily
declines." I doubt whether thi aesthetic principle has suffered
so much after all. Vvhether man lives where the grass is ever
green, or stokes furnaces where the li g ht of the sun never
strays; whether he i a plutocrat or a pauper, the natura l
wonders of earth and sky are so ught for and appreciated as
much now as they were in the days of Homer and V irgil.
Everywhere one ees the urbanite speed ing coun tryward
where no ha lo of smoke attend s the setting sun, and where the
cool expanses of m eadow and woodland re t the tired b rain and
the troubled hea rt.
Nor has human nature changed. Men love and hate today as they did in th e days of the so-called troglodyte. Since
emotions play such an important rol e in poetry, th ere is no reason why there must be artificial forms conforming to artificial
surroundings. Modern thought, modern activities, beauty old
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and always new, these fall nicely into the forms used by Tennyson and Shelley. And the surest indication of this is the
ri sing popularity of these old masters among the reading public of today.
An astute observer no doubt fore aw that there would be
a revolution in poetry, as there has been a revolution in every
thing else. A new philosophy is born every hour, a new morality o elastic as t fit the most unscrupulous uperccdes the
old; among the enlightened members of society, ew Thought
is curing sprained ankles and transporting its disciples into
the fourth dimension of ethereal bliss. New religions pring
up like mu hroom and like that fungus 'arc often wormy to
the heart. Cubi try is called Art; Rhythm is hailed as religion.
f.(edonism is the dictum of the age. Why, then, should we
marvel if literature shows sign of unrest, since it is a written index of man' thought?
Finally what shall we say about "the humiliating position
of the human animal?" Of course if we listen to the Pragmatists, and the Vorticists, and the Patagonians, and the Free
Versifiers, and the Imagists and all the rest of the new schools,
we should say "Quite right, ve ry true, well put." But unhappily or rather happily, as in many other ways, we arc old fashioned. These moderns really cannot understand why we stick
to mediaeval customs and practices or as they would say,
"Dark Age Cant." So in criticizing the new school, we attack
the "the human animal" theory most of all; it smacks too much
of cavemen, and evolution, and Social Contracts to agree with
our gustatory power . Besides we are only old-fashioned and
this, you know, is an up-to-date world!
This new movement ha at lea t one good effect. Our
eyes have seen the ho st of good things which arc worth fighting for and which are ours by right of heritage. If this
new movement is the nucleus of a new poetry, and many think
it is, th en our duty is t o eradi cate it in every way possible.
Anything that has debased, and cheapened poetry in the past
has succumbed, it remains for us to help kill it in the future.
A . A. BUNGART, '17.
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On a Birthday
HERE'S a tiny bit o f spring
That I plucked just blossoming.
Tiny crocus dost thou dare
All the winds from Winter's lair,
When you know that on their breath
Lingers death?
Sad it is that this should be
Thy reward for bravery,Plucked before the robin's breast
Trilled the song you loved the best.
'Twas not done in wantonness,
I confess.
You must be my messenger,
You must bring my love to her
Who, like you, in March found brith,
And blossomed fair, a joy to earth.
Bring the love no other name
Dares to claim.
Bring her joy. Dispel the tears
That dim the ever-coming years.
Bring, thou joy without a thorn,
Bring, thou smile that dimples t mom,
Bring the calm where weariness
Finds redress.
When her hands shall fondle thee,Hands that labored much for me,Tell her tha t I bear no other
Half the love I bear my mother.
May her life be just begun
In her son.
Paul E . Murphy, '19.

The Desert's Secret

T

HERE was someth~ ng radically v.:rong with the Indian.
If it had been a ttme of war-pamt and tomahawks, I
might have thought he was devi ing a more skil lful means
of depriving pale faces of their natural headcovering, but as
it was the twentieth century and a modern Indian who had
forsaken even the dress of hi s fathers, I was sorely perplexed.
I had come to this western country, at the invitation of a dear
friend, to find peace of mind, and to n ouri sh back to h ealth a
body wrecked by the strain of modern business life. But I
did not find the contentment and peace I ought. The vast
and wondrous beauty of this western country only threw a
douche of melancholy upon me, often accompanied by morbid
illusions of the intellect. In truth th e antithe is between the
unimpressive, trite scenes of the East, expressible in the aridness of the desert, the verdure of the valley, and the colossal
ruggedness of the mountains, s truck me with a dejectedness
such as I had never experienced before.
From an elevation of no great height I would behold
those three features typical of the west. Towards the cast
rose the rugged peaks of the Sandia's while between those
rocky heights and the sluggish Rio Grande wa nestled a verdant, blooming valley, profuse in orchards of apple, peach and
apricot and interspersed here and there with fields of bluecarpeted alfalfa swaying to and fro in the gentle breeze of the
mountains.
On the farther side of the river lay a mighty desert, the
golden sands stretching forth in unbroken flatnes , relieved
occasionally by towering sand dunes or a wearied horse and
rider striving with all possible haste to reach the coolness and
fragrance of the valley.
At the beginning of the desert and on the very bank of
the river could be seen the ruins of what was once an Indian
pueblo levelled to the ground by some hostile tribe, long before the advent of the Spaniard. The sight of this ruin, as you
may be sure, together with the weird tales concerning its former inhabitants, offered no solace to one naturally morbid and
depressed.
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The Indian whom we called Joe was sitting on the steps of
the porch, his face buried in his hand s apparently in the very
depths of de pair. During the two weeks of my stay, I had
noticed that the Indian possessed a nature similar to my own.
My heart went out to my stricken brother and, fool that I
was, I tried to bring forth sunsh ine for him, from the dark
gloom of my own soul.
I went over to the steps where he was sitting, and sat beside him. He did not even lift his eyes. But occasionally I
heard a murmur which sounded like some syllable of his
native dialect.
"Come on, Joe," I said with affected cheerfulness, "what's
bothering you?"
But I received no answer.
"Tell me what worries you," I cont inu ed, "probably I can
help you ." The Indian lifted his head , gave a low grunt, and
then resumed his former posture. Yet in his eye I could see a
kindly spark, I could see that he desired to unburden himself,
but, for some reason, he feared. I said no more, but got up
and in worried silence sought my room.
The next morning I questioned my ho t about Joe , but he
knew very littl e. One thing, though, I learned, but it only
added to my perplexities; J oc was now entitled to the chieftainship of his tribe. Many times his people had come for
him, but had returned without him; they feared, my host said,
that if he did not assume hi s office and marry, his noble family would perish, for he was the last of his house.
During the following week the Indian's manner remained
unchanged. Every attempt by me to a rou se him was quickly
repulsed. The affair was working violently upon my nerves.
The nervousness from which I so ught relief increased and I
was rap idly approaching prostration. I would lock a door
when going to bed and t hen awake in the dark thinking I had
not done so. I fancied murderers, thieves and ferocious animals were entering the house. I could ee my friend being
murdered or gnawed to death because of my n egligence. Chattering with fear, I would make my way down the stairs. In
the darkness the shining eyes of a cat w ould cast untold terror within me, and when I would reach the door, I w ould find
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it securely closed and locked. Then a reaction as terrible a
the agony which had preceded it would begin. I w ould think
that I was a mad man. Shivering like a leaf I would return
t o my room and lie awake until fantasies, demoniacal at
times, then again pleasant, would at las t lull me to sleep.
One day about a month after my first attempt to arouse
the Indian we were unabl e to locate him. He had taken the
ho rses from the coral! that morning, but after that no one had
seen him. When the heat of the afternoon was over, my host
was accustomed to ride among the foothills, but that day his
horse was not sadd led. He became alarmed when we told
him of the disappearance of the Indian, and was about to send
a farm hand in quest of him , but I a ked him if I might go.
I quickly sadd led a horse a nd went to town. I questioned
a few loungers whether they had seen the Indian, but they
had not. Just as I wa about to give up the earch as futil e, I
thought of riding down to the river. While approaching it,
the sun was just passing behind the rim of the desert and was
burnishing the gold en desert lands. Long floods of magical
brilliancy vvere being cast upon the fresh pure beauty of the
vall ey and great rays upon the rocky barriers. The sunshine
mingled with the purple mists of evening, while the shadows
seemed to dance from peak to peak. Then I heard the familiar cry of th e wild duck and looking above I saw a fl ock o f
mallards followin g the ever winding river, peeding homeward
to their nests among the marsh land far down the sluggish
stream. All things were fair and mag nificent, and I drank
deep of the splendor about me until my sensitive spirit became so overpowered with joy, that the sense of joy turned to
fear and I feared th e very things which a moment before had
pleased me. Then looking through rising mists of the river I
aw a man sitting upon a portion of the ruined pueblo and I
could tell by his posture that it was the Indian, Joe.
I crossed the rickety bridge and advanced unnoticed towards him. A fierce, harrowing terror seized me. Why does
the Indian muse here? Why should he seek these crumbling
structures which were once the homes of his tribe, and contemplate upon some mystery unknown to those who wished
to be his friends? I approached cautiously and seated myself
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near the mysterious creature. I touched his shoulder.
leaped to his feet like a madman.

He

"You are wan ted," I said nervously.
"Wan ted?" a ked the Indian, wild-eyed.
"Yes, you have been gone all day, and neglected your
work."
He gave a hideous, hysterical smile.
"I worry-care not for work."
"I know you are worried and have often tried to help
you," I answered.
"You-my friend-?" asked Joe.
"Yes."
"I tell you ecret-you won't tell?"
"No-I won't tell."
"See this," said the Indian, as he pointed to the ruins.
"Yes."
"This was once my people's home."
"So I understand."
"Many year ago, big tribe from west come here, fight
my people-do this."
He then went on in his uncouth Engli h and explained to
me that many years before the coming of the white man, a
tribe from the west, probably meaning what is now Arizona,
had attacked their homes. During the battle a truce was
called and the tribes decided to send forth their champions to
combat in ingle fight. Champion after champion, Joe's tribe
sent forth, but they were defeated by the dexterity of the
nomad warrior. When they had sent forth all the warriors
capable of fighting so marvelou an enemy, they surrendered.
Then followed an Indian vengeance. The conquering tribe
put to death all except the old men, women and children and
a few warrior , who were able to e cape. As the conquered
people were being driven from their homes, and as they saw
their dwellings beaten to the ground, an old man, a sage and
prophet of the tribe, cried out this prophecy:
"Years to come a warrior will rise among our people, and
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will overcome the champion of your tribe, and will restore
again the hon or and glory of hi s people."
The remaining band ettled ten mile s distant on the burning ands of thi s dese rt and there today may be seen a little
pueblo situated on a shallow, lazy s trea m, the remnant of
what was once a flouri shing people. Since that tim e, the conquering nomad tribe ha been exterminated and not a vestige
remains of those cruel warriors. When he had finished hi
story, I asked :
"But why do you worry, Joe?"
"For I mu st fight for my peoplc,"- he answered.
"But your enemie no longer exist!" I exclaimed.
The Indian gave a fie rce glance and I thought he was
about to throttle me.
"W hat curse man say-come true,'' he cried angrily.
Then the uncanny horror of the affair. Prepo terous you
say that this melancholy Indian mu st fight with the spirit of
the past! You may n ot believe it, but if you were seated in
the midst of a ruin, whose history for the mo t part was
locked from the knowledge of the white man, while the gurgling, rippling sound of the river, or occasionally the baby-like
cry of a coyote alone broke the silence and with the stars and
moon wrapping the earth in a sickly brilliancy-would you
have believ ed? I believed! The affa ir, its weirdsomeness
and ghostliness haunted me. I was overcome with terror.
"Soon I fight," said the Indian, "I want you along-you
go?"
"Yes," I murmured.
We went home in silence, and the s ub equent day were
filled with terror-the nights with hideous dreams and nightmares.
At Ia t my condition nece itated confinement a great portion of the time. One night, following a day on which my
condition caused me to remain in bed, I fell asleep through
mental and nervous exhaust ion. When the night was probably not more than half spent, a cold hand was laid upon me,
and before me like some horrible fantasy stood the Indian, his
features lit by the yellow beams of a lantern.
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"Come," he said.
I rose trembling and dressed. He led me down the stairs
into the yard. His sleek horse glistened in the moonlight. I
now noticed that the Indian was dressed in a chieftain's costume, a feather head-dress surmounted his stiff black hair; he
was robed in the raw skins of the fox and bear, and carried a
hatchet of stone, while in his girdle a hunting knife sparkled
in the light.
He bade me mount behind him, and we rode slowly down
the road. The silence was driving me mad, yet I feared to
speak. We cautiously crossed the bridge and approached the
pueblo. He bade me dismount when we had reached the
farther extremity of the ruins, while he advanced a stone's
throw from me.
Then out of the night I saw a phantom warrior approaching, his phantom steed prancing with the enthu iasm of battle.
Slowly the warriors advanced, they hailed each other,
brandishing their hatchets.
Then their cry of battle broke forth upon the silence. The
phantom warrior as he swung his hatch et-missed!
The instrument fell to the ground and wa lost in the
darkness. Joe now with Indian chiva lry, threw away his
hatchet. The warriors dismounted and the horse, frightened,
tore away into the dark. Soon I heard yelping coyotes chasing him over the sands. Joe now drew his knife, but seeing
his phantom foe without this weapon dropped it. The warriors rushed towards each other and began to settle the contest with physical strength. For about an hour they wrestled
while I, stationary as a statue, looked on with mute terror.
With frantic horror I beheld them nearing the bank-still they
wrestled, neither gaining advantage of the other. Now they
were on the very brink. Who shall fall, the phantom or Joe?
Still they wrestled! But now one or the other must fall!
Who is it? Then I saw a misty figure slip over the bank.
The prophecy wa fulfilled. The honor of the tribe was again
established.
Joe now rose, drunk with victory. With a sm ile, the
first smile I had seen illumining hi countenance, he surveyed
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his surrounding . Did he not see the sandy bank was crumbling? I tried to scream but I could not, I tried to move but
my body refused. The bank crumbled and the victorious Indian fell .into the eddying current. Too late I rushed to the
water's edge-he was sin~ing-sinking into the quicksand.
His entire head was now vi ible-now his mouth- now his
eyes, then the water whirled about and passed on.
I went home. My agony seemed gone. Silently I entered the house and was soon asleep. I woke late the following morning and remembered with horror the experience of the
night. I dressed hurriedly and rushed down to my host. If
I had thought, I would have sought the Indian in his room before I went down stairs, for Joe, the only one of my friend's
servants, had a room in the residence, acting therein as a
guard.
"Did you see the Indian this morning?" I asked.
"No," he answered calmly.
I told him the story of the previous night, and found him
grinning foolishly at me.
"The Indian was not seen this morning, was he?" I
asked rudely.
"No, but you were dreaming, my boy; I hope you don't
expect me to believe that foolish tale."
"Then he is either in the quicksand or in bed," I shrieked.
His grinning countenance was driving me mad. \Nith a bound
I rushed up the stairs, I rapped loud at the Indian's door. No
answer. Fear, misery, madness passed through my broken
frame. I retreated a little distance and with all the strength
I could command, I threw myself against the door. The lock
creaked and the door flew open. But the Indian was gone!
We scoured the country side, but could find no trace of Joe.
Toward evening the day after the tragedy, his horse, fatigued and grimy, returned, but we saw no more of the Indian.
The following week I returned to the East and soon after
was cured of my affliction. In these calmer moments I have
often wondered if I accompanied the Indian that night and
witnessed the grewsome tragedy I have just related, or if I became aware as I was s leeping by some queer method of tel-
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epathy so common in similar natures, of the death, of the suicide of the Indian and around thi bare and vulgar fact wove
this fantastic tale? If only the desert would give up its
secret! If the rippling river would only speak!
The Indian never returned again to the home of my
friend, nor did he return to grace the council of his tribe.
But you might wonder if any trace of him was found. Nothing definite ha ever been discovered, but recently I received
a letter from my friend in which he aid. among other things:
"Engineers while dredging the river during the constr uction of our new reservoir, found the skeleton of a man buried
in the quick and nea r the site of the old ruined pueblo."

HO\V ARD W. SMITH '19.

Requiescat
MEMORY, when the day is done,
Sobers every strain ;
Time's hand, when the palm is won,
Softens every pain.
Shadows, when th e sun is low,
Throb their nocturne lay
Beckon where the dream-streams fl ow,
Shot with starry gray.
Heavy hang the shades of even
With the failing breath
Bright the light when up to heaven
Darts the soul through death.

J.

Harold Traverse, '19.

Achilles

A

D Achilles su lked in his tent and would not fight with
the Greeks." This i the picture which is conjured up in
the minds of many at the mention of the great Grecian hero,
the picture of a haughty, overbearing warrior, insulted in
some trifling r spcct, . ulking within his tent like a child
affronted in ·:ome game and withdrawing from it mate . But
this picture is far from a tru one, marred and eli torted a it
is by the prejudice of a half-knowledge that i worse than
actual ignorance.
Achilles is, in fact, the ideal of the Grecian hero and
warrior. He i. their greatest national figure, the model after
whom every Greek sought to pattern him elf. In him are
embodied all the qualities which, to the Greek way of thinking, go to make the perfect man, which is, as is expressed in
the advice of Jlippolochus to Glaucus.
Learn to win renown;
To stand tl,c first in worth as in command.
-II. VI. 208.

"Always to be the bravest and distinguished above all
other ."
reck and Latin literature is full of descriptions of
his noble qualities and it would be alma t impossible even to
mention the places wherein allusion are made to him, but
by far the best known de cription is that of Horace who says:
Scriptor, honoratum, si fo rt e rcponis Achillem
Impiger, iracundus, inexorabilis, acer;
Iura neget sibi nata, nihil non arroget armis.
Ars Poet. 120-122.

Even this characterization, however, i somewhat inaccurate. However, with the aid of thi description, a well as the
picture of Achilles portrayed in Homer's great classic, we
can form a good idea of Greece's mightiest hero. As regards
his personal appearance, we are told that he was a powerful
man, that in strength he towered head and shoulders above
all the Greeks. His huge pear was so weighty that none but
he could wield it, and none of his comrades had armor that
could fit him save only the shield of Ajax. His wiftness of
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foot is proverbial, for how often does Homer ca ll him the
"swift-footed Achilles." This imposing appearance was by
no mea ns lightly to be estee med a mong the anc ients for with
them greatness and goodness of soul were intimate ly associated with comel in es , g race, a nd trength of body. Invariably their great men a rc rcp rc cntcd a ha ndsome and st rong,
and when they wished to portray a ma n of the utm o t meanness and narrowness of mind, they dwelt chi efly upon the
unprepossessing characteristics of his body. Thus Homer,
wishing to give us an impression of the ev il , malici ous soul of
Thersites, describes him as the very personification of ug liness:
His figure such as might his sou l proclaim
O ne eye was blin king an d one leg was lam e:
His moun tain shoulders half his breast o'erspread,
Thin hairs bestrewed his lo ng misshapen head.
- I I. II. 217-219.

The mental qualitie of Achilles a rc po itive a nd welldefined. There was nothing vaccillating or indeci sive about
him . He was the most va lorous of the Greeks. How o ften,
by hi s bravery, and und er his leadership, th e Greeks defeated
the most va li ant of the Trojans about th e plains of Troy
throughout the long years of th e siege, need not I e told. The
fact that he stood foremost among such mighty warriors as
Menelaus, Hercules, Ajax, and U lysses is sufficient. He was
an energetic leader, and a great organizer, a general in whom
the soldiers had implicit confidence as one as invin cible in
battle as he was invulnerable in person. That he was a firm
defender of what he believed to be right is shown when
Agam emnon threa ten s the prophet Calchas in order to deter
him from revealing what he ha s lea rned about the impending
fate of th e Greeks. Calchas is visibly perturbed and is reluctant to peak but Ach ill es arises and, pledging even hi s
own life that the prophet will not be harmed, encourages him
to tell what he knows, saying:
E'en by that god I swear who rule s th e day,
To whom thy hands the vows o f Greece convey,
And whose bless'd oracles thy lips declare;
Long as Achilles breathes this vital air,
No daring Greek of all the numer ous band,
Against his priest shall lift an impious hand.
-Iliad I. 87-90.
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As Horace says, Achilles is "iracundus" (hot-headed) and
"acer" (passionate). At a word from Agamemnon he is aroused
and stirred to hot anger. He rises from his seat in the council
and bids defiance to him and to all the Greeks. But he is not
one to harbor a grudge. His wrath quickly cools, white-hot
as it is, and he is willing to do his share towards mending the
breach between himself and Agamemnon. That this is not
done is due entirely to the unreasonableness of the latter in
insisting on an obviously unfair demand, that Achilles' captive, Briseis, be given to him in recompense for his own maiden
whom Calchas the prophet has commanded him to return to
her father, the priest of Apollo. Achilles' ire rises to the boiling point, for he feels that he is being dealt with unjustly and
that Agamemnon is but venting his petty spite upon him out
of jealousy and, finally, when he sees that matters cannot be
righted, he withdraws from the army of the Greeks until such
time as "their ships will be hemmed in on a ll sides by the
Trojans."
This wrath, however, is no more than might be expected
of a soldier, accustomed to commanding while others obey.
The true test of Ach illes' manhood was the manner in which
he kept to this rash oath, taken in a moment of irresponsible
anger. While his bitter resentment was still fresh in his mind
he did indeed keep to his tent. For it was no slight offense
that had been offered him. He had been insulted in a way
that no Grecian prince could brook, an affront to hi s pride
by another prince certainly inferior to him in merit if not in
rank. But after his wound had healed somewhat and his
grief had subsided, he began to see that the Greeks were
suffering great losses by his absence from the combat. His
love for his country conquered his per onal animosity and,
although he did not yet yield altogether, he did give Patroclus,
his dearest friend, his armor and send him out to fight in his
place.
Patroclus is slai n by Hector and Achilles' sorrow knows
no bounds. Here we see another trait of his character, his
deep love and affection for his friend. He is crazed with grief.
He tears his hair in anguish. He is paralyzed by the terrible
news. And then comes the reaction. Patroclus must be
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avenged. He ca ts aside hi s rese ntment again t Agamemnon,
gird on hi s armor, and advances to the fray. Many a Trojan
fall s before hi s avenging blade until Hector himself opposes
him in mortal combat. He, too. i vanqui shed and with him
falls the chief defen e of Troy. Ilium is now in the hands of
Achill e . In a fit of rage he drags Hector's body from his
cha ri ot aro und the wa ll s of Troy, but when Priam, the whitehaired king of Troy comes to him and pleads with him to
restore to him the body of his va li ant son, Achilles' natural
reve rence for old age assert itself. He receives him kindly
and readily g rant his request.
Now Achilles' love for his friend comes once more to the
surface a nd h e prepares hi body for burial with almost
womanly tenderne s and affection. Patrocl us is buried with
al l due honor and ceremony and Ach ill es, bowed clown by
grief, to ses restlessly on his bed or paces the shore throughout the night until day breaks over the easte rn billows. Is
thi s th e harsh, pitiless warrior that Horace p ictures him? Is
this the action of a man who is "inexorabi li s ?" Would it not
be more natural for such a characte r to accept his loss with
stoical apathy? True it is that his rage does get the better of
him when he murders t\,_·elve Trojan youths at the tomb of
his departed com rad e, but even thi s deed, the blackest stain
on his character can be more easily pardoned when viewed in
the light of the times, and the sentiments of men, for in those
days revenge was cons id ered not on ly ri g ht, but even a duty.
Achilles was a man an d a warrior. He was headstrong and
quick to anger, it is tru e, but those are qua liti es expected in
a sold ier. His na ture was forgiving, however, a nd a. he was
quick t o forget his resentment, so was he slow to desert his
friends. But he was only human, and, being such , had his
faults. Who has not? Suffice it to ay th at of Achilles, the
virtues fa r outweighed his vice and that An tony 's praise of
Brutus may well be applied to the Grecian hero a! o,
-and th e elements
So mix'd in him that nature might stand up
And ay to all the world , "This was a man ."
RAYMOND CRAFT.
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Dawn
SINGING birds, mocking birds,
Lure the drowsy dawn;
Barking dogs, lowing herds,
Speed the day along.
Sparkling dew, tears of blue,
Zephyrs soothe and kiss away;
Swaying winds, lapping dew,
Cuddle round the infant day.
Lazy dells, drowsy bells
Wake the village sheep.
Rising prayers stir convent cells
As the wayward sleep.
Blackest night, dearth of light,Then the glorious morn;
Loathed earth, sorrow-plight,Then the hallowed bourne.
James P. Cozzens, '19.

.· .. ·

Macaulay's Milton
place in literature is secure. Time has
M ACAULAY'S
passed upon his writings and the esteem in which they
are held waxes more year by year. Writers, however, of
name and authority, among them Stevenson, have severely
brought him to task; he has been compared to Carlyle to the
advantage of the latter; we are told that he lacks the simplicity of Addison, the concentration of Emerson, the charm
of Lamb, the humour of Irving; these criticisms to a greater
or less degree hold true; still an appreciation for Macaulay,
like for Dickens, is not the privilege of all. Like many authors, the defects of his writings are quite in evidence, but
unlike many authors, the qualities we find in him are of a
high order.
Of all his efforts, the essay on Milton presents the most
exact record of his style, his sympathies, his power, his shortcomings. One of literature's first demands of an author is
thought.
oundncss of principles, depth of view, and fidelity
to accuracy are its "sine qua non," and from this consideration
we cannot claim much for Macaulay. He is a man of trong
prejudices; he is always either a warm partisan or a bitter
enemy; an example in point is his discussion of the Reformation or better termed the Rebellion of 1688·; he paints James II
in the blackest colors, while his over-praise of William of
Orange is false and fulsome. Macau lay was a practical politician; he was in exact accord with the common sentiment of
his day. Much as we admire his treatment of Milton's poetry
we cannot subscribe to his opinions of Milton the man. He
fails to distinguish between the author of L'Allegro and the
writer of Angli de Doctrina Christiana. Milton's character
was cold and egotistic and his principles and private life
scarcely edifying. Macaulay passes over this in silence. He
may have succeeded in idealizing his subj ect by emphasizing
qualities and suppressing defects but it was achieved at the
sacrifice of accuracy. Another example found in the essay, is,
where he maintains that an individual should possess liberty
even though he be incapable of exercising a proper use of it;
and he justifies his proposition by the old adage of learning to
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swim before entering the water. Applying this principle to
the case of Indians, children criminals, its fallacy is apparent.
These, then are the first shortcomings we have noticed in
Macaulay, his strong prejudices and his unsound principles.
There is a second, and it bears a relation to the first as cause
to effect, namely his lack of analysis. Involved reasoning
does not feature his treatment; his strives after superficial
details, minor circumstances whose only apology is the picturesque or a patch local color; his whole mind moves in
speed and action; it engages itself with eager interest in all
objective particulars; he marches through the most complicated situations in a blaze of certainty; he di poses of the
qualifications, limitations and exceptions that stand in the way
of his main proposition with such speed or indifference that
the reader arrives at his conclu ion quite unexpectedly.
Still this style has also its advantages; it is well adapted
to clearness, a quality, which in Macau lay is very pronounced.
His is a mode of expression which might be called the prose
of spoken deliverance, it is oratorical; he repeats his thoughts
time and again, adding detail to the repetition, much the same
as a speaker does who would have his hearers follow the
thread of his discourse. His unity, too, is admirable. The
essay on Milton might be divided into three parts, Milton the
poet, the citizen and the prose writer, and there is not a paragraph in the whole composition which does not contribute to
one of these three points, directly, by discussing them or
indirectly, by enumerating, explaining the causes, the circumstances influencing them.
The coherence is likewise excellent. His transitional
paragraphs are quite frequent and employed to good advantage. Not only are his paragraphs knit together but even the
sentences cohere one to the following, in logical sequence by
connective words or terms of reference.
He is also emphatic; his important topics are accorded the
first and last positions and the space he devotes to them is
usually consistent with their importance. But Macaulay is
emphatic for another reason peculiar to himself, namely the
oratorical way in which he treats his subjects. His use of
superlatives is strenuous and he is trenchant in every sentence
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of eve ry paragraph; he is ski ll ed in the use of the ep ith et and
employes it scrupul ously, w hil e we find some of the finest
examples of his balanced antitheses in this essay thus: "He
caught a gleam of the Beatific Vision or work screaming from
dreams of everlasting fire." "They had their miles and thei r
tears, their raptures and their sorrows." He usually expresses
himself in short pithy sentences but they frequently measure
up to the epigram. An examination of them reveals a preponderance of the interrogatory and exclamatory, together,
relatively speaking, with a large proportion of the periodic
kind , a ll of wh ich indicates a strong self confident mode of
expression.
From a mechanical standpoint therefore, Macaulay's style
is extraordinary, but from an emot iona l, an imaginative, an
aesthetic consideration we cannot say as much. His principle
emotional qu a lity lie in a forceful presentation of his subject
as has been previou ly noticed; his humour, however, has not
a festive ring to it, it is a mere literary form. Pathos, he has
none because he i - wanting in real emotion. H is writing may
he li kened to a metal, it is bright but hard.
As regards his imaginative qualities he is eminently concrete and specific but without sugge tiveness; the want of the
lat ter may be ascrib ed to his lack of depth, meditation a nd
analysis. H is time was pent in reading, not in thought; even
a voyage from E ngland to India with all its novelties and
charm could not, we a re told, sed uce him from his books.
However, fa ncy has adorned his pages with classical tinsel,
purple patches of which the following is typ ical. "Then, like
hi s own good Geniu s bursting from earthy form and weeds of
Thyrsis, he stands forth in celestia l freedom and beauty; he
seems to cry exultin g ly:
"Now, my task is smoothly clone
I can fly or I can run,"
to skim the ea rth , t o soar above the clouds, to bathe in the
Elysian dew of the rainbow, and to inhale the balmy smells
of nard and cassia, which the musky winds of the zephyr
scatter through th e cedarecl alley of the Hesperides." Passages such as this have small title to imaginative distinction
for the reason they are unemotional, are only sensually de-
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lighting, and are without significance from an intellectual
viewpoint.
Macaulay is not noted for his propriety. His treatment
of those against whom he is prejudiced is even at times g ross
and offensively vulgar. In the essay on Milton, his dissertation on the Rebellion of 1688, especially the part James II and
William of Orange played is entirely without propriety; his
essay on Addison where he discusses Boswell and Lucretius
has the same blemish. We may overlook these defects and
say with Horace "humana parum cavit natura."
From this analysis of Macaulay as a ·w riter, we come to
know something of Macaulay the man. From the perfection
with which the technical points of his work are fini hed, we
perceive an individual, the product of industry, of improvement rather than of genius; from the inconsiderate, the s uperficial treatment he frequently reverts to, we recognize a person
whose heart, not his reason, i mistress of his mind; and from
the trong vigorou way he attack and disposes of a problem,
we discern a dominant, an independent thinker and lastly,
from these abstract resolutions, the individual Macaulay takes
form, truly a distinguished mas ter of 'English prose.
J. HAROLD TRAVERSE, '19.

Spring
OVER the wintry threshold
Spring comes with joy today
So frail, yet so enduring,
To triumph o'er dismay.
Ah, quick her tears are springing,
And quickly they are dried,
For sorrow walks before her,
But gladness at her side.
She comes with gusts of laughter,
With music sweet and gay,
With violets and daffodils
To sing our cares away.
Clement E. Steuer, '19.
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A Wish
I WOULD my heart were a flower-plot,
Wherein three blossoms fiourished,A rose, a lily, a violet, too,
For thee, 0 Mary, nourished.
The rose- would tell my love of thee,
The lily-I hope !-my purity,
The violet meek, humility.
I'd bear this pulsing gift to thee,
All fearful lest I break it ;
I'd lay it at thy May-day shrine,Wouldst thou, my Mother, take it?
Edward A. McDonnell, '19.

To the Brook
PRATTLE on, little brook, prattle on
Thro the meadow, past the lawn,
In the dreamy hours of dawn,
Sing your song of dear days gone,Prattle on.
Prattle on, little brook, prattle on,
By the banks where first we met,
Where I feel her presence yet,
Sing your song of dear days gone,Prattle on.
Prattle on, little brook, prattle one,
Softly misereres sing,
For my love died blossoming,
And your song of dear days gone,
Prattle on.
Paul E. Murphy, '19.

The Massacre
of Saint Bartholomew's
1562 to 1570 France was torn with civil wars beF ROM
tween Catholics and Protestants. The Prince of Conde
died in 1569, leaving Admiral Coligny the principal leader of
the Huguenots. The weak Charles IX, who was at that time
King of France, began to fear the rising power of Philip II
of Spain, and assisted by Admiral Coligny began to plan
alliance with the enemies of Philip; but his mother, Catherine,
overruled him. To assist hi s purpose he brought about the
marriage of Henry of Bourbon and Margaret of Valois.
At this period the whole of France was allied either with
the Guises under their leader, the Duke of Guise, or with
Coligny and his musketeers. Charles IX was tending toward
the Huguenots, whereas his mother, who directed him in
practically everything, sided with the Catholics. The principa l leaders of the Huguenots, awaiting the great wedding,
were now in Paris, where the Catholic party was especially
strong. Philip II thought this an opportune moment for subduing the Huguenot leaders. Coligny, first of all, and overlooked no point which might incite the Catholics against him.
His messages struck a responsive chord in the heart of Catherine and his assassination was immediately planned, Maureval
being chosen to commit the murder.
His opportunity came on the morning of August 22nd,
but unfortunately the shot from his pistol only wounded
Coligny in the arm. The Protestants became excited at this
attempt on the life of their leader, and dire were their threats
of reprisal: "Coligny's arm was to cost 30,000 other arms."
Troubled by the exc itement which was prevalent in the
city, and fearful lest vengeance be wrought against themselves,
Catherine and the Duke of Anjou rushed to Charles, confessed
their authorship of the plot and told him that only a sudden
blow could save them from the vengeance of the Huguenots.
Here we have the first motive of the crime which was to
follow. It was because the murder had failed that Catherine
conceived the idea of a general massacre. "If the admiral had
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died from the shot," wrote Salviati the nunc10, "no others
would have been killed."
For hours Catherine pleaded in vain with Charles to order
a general massacre. She told him that all the Huguenots were
united in a general conspiracy, awaiting the word of Coligny
to rise up, overturn the throne, take Charles prisoner, and
kill his mother together with the Catholic nobility. Still
Charles would not be persuaded. He insisted upon truths
because he had learned to love Coligny and his fellow-leaders
and could not believe that his best friends were guilty of such
a meditated plot. Finally in despair she said: "Perhaps, sire,
you are afraid." He tarted at the words, jumped up, sanctioned the killing of Coligny, but only on condition that all
the Huguenots be killed in the same attack, o that not one
should be left to upbraid him.
Having received his order the conspirators lost no time in
summoning the Duke of Guise. Plans were hurriedly concocted, LeCharron was to marshal the bourgeoisie in order to
kill the Huguenot nobles, while Marcel was drawing up the
masses to threaten the bourgeois troops if they hould attempt
to side with the Huguenots. They then separated with instructions to meet at ten o'clock. Guise went into the city
where he communicated his plans to the mob leaders whom
he could trust. With lie , fabricated stories of conspiracy,
appeals to their Christianity and for the safety of the royal
family he roused them to a high pitch of excitement and then
continued his journey about the city, quieting all disturbances
and on the "qui vive" for Huguenot gatherings. At eleven
o'clock or th ereabouts he went to the palace to join the other
conspirators.
All was now in readiness and observing secrecy in all
their actions they feverishly waited for the sound of the matin
bell in the old clock tower of the Palace of Justice, the signal
for the slaughter.
Toward midnight the soldiers took lfp arms in and around
the Louvre and Coligny's abode was surrounded. Early in
the morning a pistol-shot so terrified the conspirators in the
palace that Charles and Catherine immediately ordered a
messenger to be dispatcbed to Guise with orders not to kill
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Coligny. He quickly returned with the answer that it was
"too late." "catherine, fearing the king would become incensed
at their disobedience, gave orders to anticipate the hour. She
rejected the original signal for attack and directed the signal
to be given from the nearer belfry of St. Germain.
At the first peal of the bell the Duke of Gui c started for
the Coligny man ion. Besme, one of his officers rushed into
the house, singled out Coligny and asked: "Arc you Coligny ?"
"I am," the admiral replied. "Young man you should respect
my years. HowcYer, do a you please; you will not be shortening my life to any great extent." Besme stabbed him
several time and threw the bleeding corpse out of the window.
The soldiers cut off the head, kicked the body aside, and
sought the othe r nobles of the Huguenot party, hundreds of
whom Charle had carefully lodged in the neighborhood only
a few days since to protect himself again t the Guises.
LaRachefaucauld, Charles' intimate friend, was stabbed by
a masked valet. Tcligny, Coligny's son-in-law fell from the
roof of his house, truck by a musket-ball and the Seigneur
de Ia Force and one of hi , ons had their throats cut.
Meanwhile tumult reigned in the city. Men, women, and
children rushed from their homes armed with every kind of
weapon. The obs and shrieks of the victims mingled with the
exultant shout of the slaughtercrs in undi tinguishablc cries.
They smelt blood, and feeling that for once they could indulge
their passions with impunity, they acknowledged no limit.
The next clay blood flowed in stream ; naked and bleeding
bodies covered the street , bodies, (dead and dying), were
thrown into the river. \rVithin the wall of the Louvre one
of the foulest deeds of the massacre was enacted. The King
of Navarre and the nobles who had kept watch with him
throughout th e night, rose to go to play tennis and to present
themselves before Charles to demand justice for the assault
on the Admiral. At the entrance of the palace they were disarmed, one by one, without offering any resistance, led into
the outer corridor, and murdered in cold blood. Charles from
his room in the castle looked calmly on, turning a deaf ear to
their entreaties.
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The massac re, which commenced on Sunday and was con- ·
tinued throughout that and the following two days, exceeded
the calcul ations of Cha rles and Catherine. The original zeal
for Catholicism was superseded by the thirst for plunder. The
houses of the rich were pillaged regardless of the religious
opinions of the owners. "To be a Huguenot" emphaticall y
declares Meze ray, the historian, "was to have money, enviab le
position, or avaricious heirs." Charles, however, fina lly put
an end to this w h olesale robbery, and together with the opportunity for temporal gain ended also the mas acre wh ich lasted
three days, a massacre which was one of the most bloody on
th e pages of history.
The leaders of this massacre were principally Charles,
Catherine, and the Duke of A nj ou, Cha rl es be in g the most
innocent of the three.
The question now arises as to the motives which led to
such a crim e. In the first p la ce Catherin e and the Duke of
Anjo u became ala rm ed at the fa ilure of their plot to kill
Coligny, and feared vengeance would be meted out to them
by the Huguenot . Moreover, the Guises had been a roused
to hatred by the murder of their leade r while the two parties
w ere at the highest pitch of animos ity, and th i proved to be
the spark which set them at open warfare. Lastly th e Huguenots, who formed but one thirtieth of the population, were
very unpop ul ar with the maj ority in France.
' Even though s uch motives ca used the crime there is no
reason to s uppose it was preconcerted. Most of the princes,
nob les, and a mba s adors are of the op inion that such action
was conceived only afte r the attempted murder of Coligny,
and go so fa r as to praise Charles, asserting that he had done
this in self-defense, and for the preservation of the kingdom.
R easo n shows u it was not premeditated, for how could the
conspirators have escaped the notice of the hundreds of
Huguenots who day and night urround ed the king and queen?
If it w as preconcerted why did the ma ssacre not take place
throughout the whole of France on the same day? The
Toulous massacre did not occur until September 23rd, while
Bordeaux suffered no wrong until October 3rd.
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Taking the number that were killed in all France, contemporary writers have computed the number of victims all
the way from two thousand to one hundred thousand, the
numbers seeming to increase as the years advanced. Most
responsible historians now agree with Cardinal Hergenroether's estimate that between two thousand and three thousand
were killed. That the Huguenots were not effectively subdued
is evidenced by the five civil war which they later provoked.
Though this mas acre was perpetrated by the Catholics
against the Prote tants, it was purely political, and the Church
had nothing to do with it. To aid her purpose, Catherine sided
with the Catholic but would have supported the Huguenots
if greater gain could have thus accrued, as she showed in her
political schemes before and after the mas~acre. She was a
o ecclesia tic was
queen of the Macchiavellian School.
present in the conference of Augu. t 23rd, although many dignitaries of the Church were then in Pari . Cardinal Alessandrino, who had been sent from the Holy ee to secure Charles'
aid again t the Turks and to counsel him against the marriage
of Henry and Margaret, was then in Paris, but the tone of
failure in his message to the Pope shows that, to his knowledge, no con piracy wa on foot. He said: "I am leaving
France without accomp li sh in g anything whatever. I might
as well not have come."
uch a message could not have been
written by one who was awaiting such a dreadful carnage.
Salviati, the Pope's nuncio at Paris so little fore aw the massacre of Saint Bartholomew' that he wrote to Rome the day
after the event: "I cannot believe that so many would have
perished if the Admiral had died of the musket shot fired at
him. I cannot believe one-tenth of what I now see before my
eyes."
The action of the Pope in igning the "Te Deum" at the
news of the bloody victory found disfavor and open condemnation among non-Catholic writers. As the causes of the
massacre have been favorably determined, so also have the
causes for the Pope's action. Immediately after the rna sacre
civil dispatches poured in upon him narrating in glowing
terms how the King, Queen, and Royal Family were rescued
from the nefarious plot, and how the Catholics had nobly
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risen again t the Huguenots in defense of country and Chu rc h.
Such a demonstration of Catholicism naturally fille d him with
joy and he ordered the "Te Deum" to be sung for this reason,
and not bccau e the wicked design of the Queen had surprised
the Huguenots. The news of this reached him much la ter
and filled him with remorse, though even then he could not
fail to see that this was a fortunate stroke for the Catholic
in France.
From th is time on Charles wa no longer his forme r sel f.
He saw only too clearly the result of his action and heard t he
voice of each and every victim cry out against him fo r vengeance. His constant lament to his physician was, "Ah!
Ambrose. if they had but spared the weak and innocent." The
terror of the deed had driven from his features all gentleness
and he ""as in a state of constant unre t. Like facbeth, he
had murdered , Jeep. Catherine, however. kept up her pmts.
"For my part," . he . aid. "lherc arc only six of them on my
conscience."
Such was the after effect upon the leaders of a crime
which knows no equal but which Providence turned to the
advantage of the Catholic Church at a time when the Huguenots we re preparing, or, through force of numbers would soon
have been preparing, a triumpha l ove rthrow of Christianity
m F rance to make way for the reign of Prote tants.
THOMA

A. COPP, '18.

Heroes
NOT he a lone who gladly d ies
To s ave his country's fame,
Or for some great surpassing dee d,
Rests 'neath an honored name.
But he to whom the hand of Fate
A bitter portion gives,Who daily battling Fear and Pain,
With smiling courage, lives.
]. Walter Kiewel, '19.
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Ave Maria!
"Tower of Ivory," " Bright star of the Sea,"
By better, greater men than I wert named,
Yet humbly I offer my praises to thee,
Ne'er hoping to rival thy votaries famed.
Hail, sweetest of mortals, pride of our race,
'Tis thy hand that leads us thru darkness to Him,
Who, e'en when an infant looked up at thy face,
And lighted the burden of Calvary grim.
Mary, thy image is ever before me,
Effacing all ill from my sore-tempted m ind ;
Mother of mercy, thy name well befits thee,
To lowly and downcast there's no one so kind.
And tho thru the a ges, like eternity' star,
Thy glory arises like many another ;
Yet above all thy titles, the sweetest by far
Is the simplest of all, the magic name "Mother."
Walter Fowler, ' 18.

Editorials
Easter

Chri. tma and Easte r are both days of rejoicing,
but there is a difference in this joy of men. It
was on the first Chri stmas that mankind drew a new breath of
li fe, for the cloud of hope for which they had looked so long
hac\ floa ted into their ken. It' is the greatest day in the hi story
of mankind, but Ea, ter in a way means more to the ch ildren
of men. On that day Redemption was co n ummated, ma nkind
had ecured a new lease of life. \Vhen Chri st wa lked forth
glori ous ly from the tomb on that first Easte r morn, Ile gave
man an exa mpl e of t he re urrection of the sou l from the death
of sin to th e li fe of sa nctifyin g grace.
The most apt as well as the most beautiful fig ure of
myth ology is that of P yche. Psyche is the butterfly pa ing
through a metamorphosis which i first an ea rthly ca terpillar
and Ia tly a go sa mer bird of the air sipping the sweete t of
nec tars. Psych e is made a ymbo l of the oul, for it, too, is
co nfin ed to an earth ly p ri son, still is capab le of soarin g far
above t he pain and sor rows that are heirs of its lowly dwelling-place. Sin a lone confines it to the epulchre. There is
only one tali sman which will move the tone from th e g rave
and that is sanctifying grace. Clothed in th e ma ntl e of grace
it bursts the sea l across the rock that impri sons it, and despite
th e g uard s of Pleasure a nd Temptation comes bravely out into
the s unshine of God's friend s hip.
How appropriate is Easter thi s yea r! Chri st comes forth
fro m the tomb just while all nature is awakening from the
death of winter to the life of Spring, whil e on th e April breezes
sa ils the dainty butterfly, the symbol of th e . oul. To us it
see ms to contain a mes age for mankind. He who has slumbered long in th e sepulchre of in is reminded to arise a nd sin
no more, so that in the last hour his guardian angel may
whisper to those who stand about, "He is not here, he has
arisen."
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This is preeminently an age of advertising.
The best means of selling goods is to portray
its merits in a well written advertisement. Now
coll eges shou ld a! o be advertised. To accomplish this there
must be loyal co-ope ration of Alumni with the professors and
students. St. Ignatius has orne very loyal boosters among
its Alumni, but it needs more, a great many more, to carry on
the adverti ing plan of Lumina. It is rather disheartening to
realize that the college magazine is as much for the Alumni
as it is for the students, and to observe that so far the Alumni
as a body have not been well represented. Sometimes old
graduates greet the magazine with a coldnes and indifference
that is hard to fathom.
row, Alumni, if you want the college
to grow', and we suppo e that most of you do, we earnestly
desire that you do your share of advertising. The college is
still in its infancy as an educational institution, only about
thirty-one years old; but in that time it has turned out a large
number of priests, lawyers, and doctors. These in turn now
should reciprocate by boosting all college activities. Other
colleges look upon their Alumni as a sort of "friend in need."
Whenever they contemplate a new enterprise an appeal is
made to the Alumni for pecuniary and professional aid-which
is usually forthcoming. Now we are not asking you for
pecuniary aid, all we want is a big brother co-operation in
whatever we undertake as students. We want, first of all,
several letters from the Alumni which can be printed in
Lumina. Unless this is done the College Magazine will and
mu st necessarily cater to s tudent needs. vVe much prefer,
however, to have the Alumni do thei r part. 'VIle realize that
college doings may not interest you as much as they did when
you were students but as long as no Alumni notes are forthcoming we cannot enlarge the scope of the magazine. Alumni,
we need your co-operation. If in College plays, public debates, and athletic events the students know that you are helping them from the outside, they will outdo them elves in
making a good impression. It seems the college and its curriculum is not very well known among the Catholics of Cleveland. A body of prominent Catholics engage the services of
the famous Doctor \i\lalsh and strange to say the music is
furnished by Reserve, while we have one of the best student
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orchestras in the city!! The other day a lady called up the
musical director and asked if the boys in the orchestra were
big enough to be out nights!! The students and professors
have done their part in advertising the college. The college
magazine, diverse literary and scientific societies, our representative athletic team all indicate that we are doing our part.
Alumni, will you help boost for a Great St. Ignatius? After
all is it not selfish to keep a good thing entirely to one's self?
All together then, let' boost Old Ignatius!

* * * * *
Spring

"\Vhen the green gits back in the trees.
Well! work is the least of my idea ."

Spring with her train of sunshine, robins, crocuses, and
housecleaning, is back in our midst again. Two or three weeks
ago the stream were ice-locked and we bought strawberries
half wishing we were in the sunny South ourselves. But now
the bright day are here and little patches of snow in the hillide arc regarded a last year's curio itics. Yes, dear old Riley
was right. "Work is the least of my ideas." When that
spring fever come , take a real spring tonic,- a trip to the
woods. Vl/e plead guilty to the charge of quackery, our prescription seldom varies for it always contains woods-and-walks
tablet in some form or other. The city is a di mal place in
spring anyway. The south wind reproduces a Sahara sandterm in the streets, while all the dormant germs have ground
up their axes and joined the clean-up brigade. But most of
all, the women folks are hou ecleaning and a boy usually has
pressing business elsewhere at that critical period.
In the woods, the winds only play symphonies in the tree
tops, while the warm sun has coaxed out the first liverwort
and the trailing arbutus of poet fame greets the early botanist.
All the streams coming down from the hills are singin g of the
pring, so you cut a fresh fish pole and spend half an hour
extricating a fish hook from the depths of your coat pocket.
It is great fun to fish without getting any bites, so nonexerting, so restful! lt is lazy weather and you prefer to
leav e the sun soak into your skin while you watch the "bob-
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ber" play hide and seek in the foam blotches or hearken to the
babble of the rabble waters. A fit climax to your afternoon's
trip is supper-a mere suggestion of a fire tucked away under
the hemlocks, coffee, a potato roasted in the coals and last but
not least a few slabs of the inevitable bacon. As night comes
on, the little water-newt pipes his one syllable whistle while
the screech owl cries dismally from the tree top. Perhaps just
as you have finished the meal, your chum hails you from the
distance. "Been looking for you all day, when did you come?"
Then there is a friendly chat until the falling darkness warns
you that there are lessons and a place called home somewhere
in the distant city.

* * * * *
Little Things The young man is naturally a hero worshipper.
He loves to talk of men, who have cut their
names on the rock of fame; but what allures him most is the .
possibility that some day he too might receive the incense of
praise and become a cynosure for the eyes of men.
This attitude can hardly be called heroic; natural it certainly is. In sublimer moments he may desire to sacrifice his
life, while preaching the gospel of Christ; but he desires
always to do great things, wonderful deeds, deeds that shall live
forever.
Most of us, however, are not cast in the mold which the
world calls great. Mediocrity or even less distinction is our
birth-right. Our lot is to do small things, so if we wish to be
successful, we must do them well.
Every action and thought, even the smallest, exerts an
influence upon our character. The world has little regard for
thoughts; but the thought is father of the deed and every
conscious action has its origin in a thought.
The opportunity has been given us to rise above ordinary
men; but even then, our lives will be made up of little things.
Some of us may stand at the altar of God; but what men will
remember us by, will be the little acts of kindness to the child
and to the poor. To the bar of justice and the bed-side of the
sick, others may be called; but we shall champion the cause
of the obscure and bring relief to the humble more often than
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we shall administer to those who sit upon the purple seats of
the land.
Let us do our little acts of life as if they were to be our
only ones; let us take care of the little things and the big
things will take care of them elves. Little tasks well done,
faithfulness to the little things of life are the stepping stones
to succe s. "Small sands the mountains, moments make the
year."
Your chance of doing great things is at best problematical, the necessity of doing small thing is well known, therefore do your li ttle tasks well.
If you cann ot be a polished gentleman of the court, you
can at least be polite to the beggar-woman; if you can never
move the world with eloquence, you can at least whisper
words of hope to the uffering and the poor; if you can never
command armies, you can certain ly command yourself. In
fidelity to little things lies your on ly chance of greatness.

H. W . S., ' 19.

* * * * *
What a
College Is

:'\long toward the last clays of the co llege year
one i. likely, in the leisure hours of the evening,
to look back on one's year spent in the building
that one day is to be one's Alma Mater. In these reminiscent
mo ods the student will a k him elf what constitutes a co ll ege.
Wherein springs the lov e which college men have for their
Alma Mater. Is it a feel in g like love of home and country, or
is it only a hadowy someth ing that borders on the metaphysical? After pondering over these questions, he will arrive
at the conviction that this college feeling is omething real
and tangibl e. Yet in all of hi years, college life has bored
him with it monotonous grind. He has been a miller and
the grist too often has merely whitened his clothes instead of
filling up the bin of learning. Therefore the mere conning of
lessons, the weary years of toi l cannot engender a feeling of
love and respect. A college is indeed something more than
text books and theme papers. The word college cannot be
defined in terms of chemicals or microscopes or libraries;
camp us and a rch itecture and athletic field help to constitute
it but they are not its essence. The Latin and Greek and
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History and Philosophy acquired within its walls too often
conjure up unpleasant memories, but the friendship and fellowship and fealty of fellow student and professors are the
nuclei from which the college activity takes its course. It is
on thi account that only in the last year of college, drudgery
is forgotten and the realization of relation between student
and professor shows it elf. On ly then does the student look
beyond the book learning as that "something" that has been
moulded into his life. I believe it was President Garfield who
said that hi old professor sitting on one end of the log while
he sat on the other wa for him worth more than the best
university cour e in the land. Book learning then is of only
secondary importance. Intellect and will are the steeds that
draw our chariot through life. The professor while drilling
and developing the intellect also develops the will by inculcating the correct principles of life. What an inestimable
privilege it would be, if, as Garfield said, professor and we
could sit clown in the quiet seclusion of nature's woodland and
there while he poured forth his knowledge we might sit and
ponder. But the peripathetic chool no longer exists. Our
College are brick edifices where others of our kind congregate to secure an education. When then we leave this building we at once realize our g reatest gain and our greatest loss,
the former in the golden years of association with professor
and fellow-students, the latter in the loss of these friends
whose kindness and interest we once took as a matter of
course. Hence next to home the professor i the moulder of
character and often a successful man in the world will excla im "I can thank my old professor for this."

* * * * *
An Editorial Perhaps the reader of Lumina have observed
on Editorials that a large proportion of our editorials are
written about some phase of college life. This
has not been purely accidental. Our plan this year has been
t o devote editorial comment to activities and topics that concern or ought to concern the student body. Our reason in
doing this is not to cater to local readers, nor to encourage
the neglect of current events, but because we think that other
magazines and newspapers are better fitted to comment on
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new than we are. It seem a trifle presumptuous for college
students to write virile and vitriolic editorials on the big questions of the day. Will the reader of Lumina look upon their
views as "ex cathedra" when at best they are aping the thoughts
of the big magazine writer? The world today is so filled with
news that one must necessarily specialize. A College magazine can best devote its pages to articles, stories and editorials
of college interest. We are in the apprentice shop accustoming
ourselves to the tools of the trade and through the exchange
column comparing our work with other hops. We are all
alike in so far as we are passing through our college years
together. It is for this reason that we think the editorial
should be about college life.
There are always a host of little points that can be developed in an editorial, points which some of the students
have not noticed before. Such editorials will be read more
carefully than those which are mere academic views of war
or suffrage or prohibition. After all the students will shrug
their shoulders for they are only from a class mate who has
found something in the library. The Alumni also will read
with greater interest "the doings of their Alma Mater." We
expect some of the exchanges will consider this a narrow and
somewhat selfish scope, but, then, on second thought they too
may see our view point.

College Notes
In the near future we will not have to wait for the newspapers
for our bulletins on matters European. For in less time than it
takes to get the lad on the corner, Father Odenbach will be ready to
furnish all the current news in the unadorned state. To him the
Eiffel Towe r will be in his own little booth on top of the College; London or Petrograd will be nearly as close, and the end of Cape Horn
within car-shot. Yes, and he can chat with the Mikado too if the
mood strikes him.
The secret at the bottom of this speedy versatility is the new
wireless "Singing Arc" outfit soon to be in stalled. It will be the
only one of its kind in th·i s part of the land. The Alumni association started the project at the suggestion of Father Manning w1w is
hard at work soliciting the funds so necessary for this undertaking.
Recently a smoker was held to inaugurate the scheme and the demonst ration of the powers of the new outfit was very interesting.
The speaker of the evening was Professor Howe of Case School.
His ve rsion of what constitutes success was that constant application of a man's talents is the foundation of all real progress and
success. The Alumni wants to hear him again for they appreciate his
qualities as a speaker.

* * * * *
The seniors are passing through that period when retroThe
spection and prospection are dividing their thoughts.
Senior
Many tales of the bitter and s weet episodes of their soClas s
journ in the ha lls of Ignatius are passed around the smoking room. But whether they are sad o r glad at the prospect of the
part ing of the ways is hard to see. However they s till have qu ite a
sufficien cy of work to plug throu g h before that parting comes.

* * * * *
InterCollegiate
English
Contest

VVednesday, March 28, was a busy day for the upper
classmen, trying to gain a few honors for their Alma
Mater. The subject for the essay was "The Effect of
Catholic Education on the Moral and Religious Life of
the Nation." May their efforts be not in vain.

* * • * *
Oratorical Hear ye! The call has r esounded for a ll t he budding o raContest
tors to try for the guerdon of success in p ublic speakin g.
This is held to be the most enviable t rophy of all college
competition. But in order to compose a paper wort hy of the name
and t o practice the pro per delivery of it much ti me and thought w ill
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have to be expended. So take your pen "et ferveat opus." The
preliminary is scheduled for April 25. May success attend your
efforts.

* * * * *
Debating
Society

The reorganization which seemed inevitable has been
proven to have been a very profitable step. Our loss in
numbers enrolled has been our gain in more ardent
interest, and the debates of the rejuvenated society have been an honor
to the debaters and a source of real enjoyment to their listeners.
The open discussi ons after the formal debates have revealed the
fact that we have in our midst many orators in the rough who are
fully convinced that the society will furnish the mo s t effective process
of polishing. Subsequent events will show them to be correct in
their su rmising.
The two debates delivered recently are:
Feb. 21st, 1917. "Resolved that a System of Universal Military
Training be Inaugurated in the United tates.
Messrs. T. Copp and C. Holan won both in argument and oratory.
They were opposed by Messrs. T. Doran and W. Fowler.
March 14th, 1917. "Resolved that the Women of the United States
be accorded the Privi lege of Eq ual Suffrage with the Men of the
United States." The upholders of the question, Messrs. Moran and
Kilway, were pronounced winners over Messrs. Keefe and
a h,
both in oratory and argument.
The officers chosen in the recent election were:
President-George Warth.
Vice President-A. Brickel.
Secretary-T. Copp.
Treasurer-James Deering.

* * * * *
The
Sodality

aturday, March 24, was a day long to be rem embered at
the Co llege. For the members of the Senior and ] unior
Sodalities all accepted the sacrifice of fasting as an
appeal to the God of Mercy that he might stretch forth His hand to
quell th e riot of death and send the blessing of peace to this warracked earth. All offered their Communions on Sunday for thi s same
purpose.
As a fitting climz.x to this petition the entire student body gathered together in St. Mary's Church where the ro ary and the beautiful office of the B. V. N. were recited. The services were closed
with Benediction.
Father Rector's sermon on this occasion eloquen tl y expressing
the w.orld's desire for peace Wlill live long in the minds of his listeners.
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At the recent election of the Senior Sodality James Brennan, '18,
was honored with the office of prefect; George Warth, '17, was
chosen first assistant, Thomas Copp, '18, second assistant.

* * * * *
The

t. nceasing activity has characterized the workings of the

Scientific
Academy

Scientific Academy for the past two months or more.
The lectures have all been well attended and the members
have been treated to some very interesting and instructive lectures. Mr. Surtz's lecture on "Radium" was a veritable treasure house of information about this very interesting clement. Mr.
Hausman took up the subject of the "Sun and Sun Spots", explained
the nature of these phenomena and showed their influence on our
ea r th. Probably the most entertaining lecture heard in the Academy
t his year was the lecture on "Louis Pasteur" by Mr. Ralph McMonagle, who in this article departed somewhat from the customary order
by choosing a biographical subject. A great treat was afforded the
members of the academy when they were given a lecture on "Contagious Diseases" by Mr. Adam ]. Keller formerly of Ohio State U.
This is t he second lecture that Mr. Keller has given the members
of the Academy and both of them have been very enlightening.
A second Public Scientific lecture will be given this year the
first or second week aftrr ].!.aster. "Artificial Illumination" is
the subject of the lecture. Mr. Bungart, the first lecturer, will take up
the "Historical Development of Illuminants." Mr. T. Doran will give
the "Definition and Nature of Illumination." Mr. ] . Deering will
speak on the "Hydrocarbons as IJluminants," and Mr. McCarthy will
end up with "Electrical Il lumination.'' It is a lso intended to have
slides and experiments to <;tccompany the lectures. The invitation
cards and programs wi ll be sent out in a short while.
The Academy Bulletin will appear in a few clays. It will be much
larger than the first edition. Soon it is e>.."'Pected that the Bull etin
wj ll contain a sho r t scientific treatise by each member of the Academy. F ive new members have been added to the membership within
the pas t week or so.

* * * * *
The

Be not dece ived. This is not going to be a sunburst of
Shamrock song in honor of Mike's annua l !>prig from th e "Oul d
Sod": but it is the announcement of a treat, that, once
en joyed, will be as warm ly cherished as that green reminder of t he
I s le of E rin . This Shamrock besides recalling, w ill enact those
scen es so dea r to every Celtic bosom.
"TH E SHA MROCK" will be a m usical co medy in two ac ts,
based on Irish histo ry, a nd is s ure t o ring with th e charm that h as
wo n for Irish song a nd sto ry a place wh e rever m elody is a ppreciated.
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The plot is-but I know you do not wish me to spoil your su rprise. At any rate you will all remember "Little" J. Flood, the silverthroated shepherd boy, whose sweet voice thrilled you in our last
play. Rev. Father Winters has selected some songs especially for him.
And then, too, the College Symphony Orchestra in unison with the
Glee Club will render a concert of opera gems. So if anyone wants
to deprive himself of an eve ning of real pleasure, let him remain
away from Grays' Armory on the night of Sunday, May 6th.

In Honor
of St.
Patrick

On the eve of Ireland's patronal feast the College gathered to hear once more the praises of St. Patrick which
live on, as viril e as the green fields where he labored.
The speakers? Chambers, Doran and Downie threw
a new light on the subject by showing how St. Patrick has become
the inspiration of a ll Catholics, even German, and is no lo nger th e
exclusive Saint of Erin, shillelahs t o the contrary notwithstanding.
Our orchestra rendered their traditional soul-and-foot-stirring
lays in their usual creditable style and the Rev. Father Rector
crowned the event with a pleasing address suitabl e to the day.

One of Thy Children
I HAVEN'T an artist's pigments
To limn thee with delicate line,
Nor the magic hand of a sculptor
To fashion for thee a shrine;
I am not a. viol-witcher,
To make it murmur of thee,
Nor yet a honey-lipped singer
To laud thee in minstrelsy.
I'm only one of thy children,] esus made me thine,At last, in daring accents,
I'll call thee, "Mother mine."

)

Edward A. McDonnell, '19.

Alumni Notes
In glancing through this month's LUMINA you will see an editorial bearing the caption, "A Greater St. Ignatius." There is much
m eaty thoug ht in that little article that merits the consideration of
every man who ever attended S. I. C. The Editor rei terates the appeal tha t we made in this same column in• la st iss ue of the magazine
-an appeal for news fr om th e boys who have go ne forth from our
walls.
The only response that we rece ived t o that appeal was a missive
from Thomas X. "Xav" Dunigan, 'IS. Lest we forget it, we want to
thank Xav for his kindness.
He writes to t ell us th a t he is now fo llowin g the trail blazed by
Blackstone, Ersl<ine and Marshall, under the auspices of Western
Reserve Law School. He is a member of the middle class. With him
is John S. Polk, who left us 1n the summer of '14.
Louis A. Litzl er, ' 16, who was th e first Ignatian to append the
title "Editor" to his name, is a Freshman at the same institution.
It's a case of "like father, like so n" with Louie.
"Xav" closes with th e assurance th at he will be on the "qui vive"
for further Alumni News. That's th e proper sp irit, and we heartily
commend it to every Alumnus o n th e roster.

* * * * *
The Class of ' IS was a memorable one in the hi story of S. I. C.
in that four Gallaghers received their A. B., Farrell and Owen, and the
brothers, Jack and AI. Owen and Jack are now in St. Mary's seminary, city. A I is at St. Stanislaus Seminary, Florissant, \'l'here also
is his you nger brother, Ralph, a member of last year's LU MINA
staff. Farren is now studyin g medicine at W. R. U. We h ear a
vaguely whispe red question, "Wh ere a r e the other ninety-five'"
Abundance of Gallaghers, however, was not 'IS's only claim to
fame. Others of th at band were Geo. Gaffney, who is now at St.
Louis University M edical School.
Frank J. Doran, at the same institution.
J oseph P. Hurley, at present in St. Ma ry's Seminary.
Thomas F. Hogan, now s tud yi ng for the priesthood m Galveston,
Texas.
Raymond J. Schraff, a Herr Doktor, at W. R. U. Medical.
·william L. ewton, a t S t. Mary's Sem.
James J. Laughlin, now at Harvard Law.
John Szabo, a Dental Student at Western Reserve.
Walter E. Daly, a future legal light, now shin•ing at Reserve.
Peter Kmiecek, at the Medical school, we! think. (Set us right
on that, please, Pete.)
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Gerald "Jerry" Murphy, another Law School habitue.
Thomas I. Gaffney, St. Mary's Sem.
Joe Brady, another Medical aspirant, at \ V. R. U.
As far as we have been able to determine, every member of that
class pursued a higher course after leaving Ignatius. Here's luck to
every last one of them!

* * * * *
You probably noticed in the preceding catalogue that the name
of St. Mary's Seminary occurs pretty frequently. If any coll ege deserves to bask in the smile of Providence, then that is S. I. C. I am
not sure as to th e exact figures, but St. Ignatius' A lumni among the
priest s of this diocese number about two hundred. That is quite an
enviable record, conside1·ing our youth. Th e Lord, I imagine, loo ks
upon the college as the West Point of His anmy.

* * * * *

Operetta The announcement of the com ing concert and ope retta
to be presented by the Musical Clubs of th e Co ll ege appears elsewhere in the magazine, but it is not o ut of pliace to call
a tt ention to it in this co lumn . Th is concert is one of the season's
biggest effo rts, and we confidently hope that the Alu mn i wi ll be better repr ese nted on th~s occasion than they were at the Alumni
Smoker. Father vVinter's only comment about the affa ir is th e
cry,p tic remark, "Come and judge for yourse lf. You wo n' t be disappointed."

* * * * *

Considering the paucity of material wherew ith to work, we think
that we have don e creditab ly . ( Pe rmit us t o thr ow boquets at ourself.) Consequently we sha ll close with a r ei t eration of ou r former
appeal for news , "dope" or anything about t he Alumni.
Edward A. McDonnell, '19.

Sunbeam
FITFUL skips of dancing sun,
Over trees and lawns you run,
You ride upon the foaming seas,
Or dash athwart the singing breeze.
You
You
And
The

dry the morning's gladsome tears,
hasten days into their years,
in the freshness of your ray,
woodland fairies dance and play.

0, dancing beam of golden sun,
With all the gentle deeds you've done,
You teach me something of the love
Of Him who rules the stars above!

H. W. Smith, '19.

High School Notes
Spring, spring, joyous spring is here at last. Easter, with its
Alleluias and gladsome tidings has told us so: these occasional balmy
days which now and then come to lull us to sleep with t'heir listless,
dreamy atmosphere tell us so; the third quarter comps have made it
known to us very emphatically; and now, our feathered friends, those
little harbingers of peace and joy are fast returning from the Southland. From every wood and dale, from every mead and meadow come
their songs, songs w•h ich breathe the tropical jungles and sunny plains,
songs that never can be echoed by the voice of man save perchance
by the concert and operetta to be given by the students of the S. I. C.
on the afternoon and evening of May 6th.
All this blet·hring is but to inform you fellow students of the
High School that your earnest support is expected, nay, it is absolutely necessary for the success of this enterprise. We are all members of what we consider to be the best school in the world, and each
and every one of us is vitally interested in its good name and general
welfare, whether he is its best athlete or its cham'pion student, or
neither. You know , dear reader, how you blush when a defeat of
the Varsity five is thrown up to you. You know, too, how much
more you should blush if you did not seU at least two tickets for its
concert. Now the Operetta is much more important to our school
than the biggest game it puts on. Why? Because more is risked,
the school is more widely advertised, because the training and talent
of the school is at stake.
Very few of us are stars on the College Eleven, Five or N ine.
But we all can be stars in boosting (!he Operetta. Moreover , t he
High School should especially be interested, for it is practically a
High School affair. So get out and boost your school! Show that we
a r e not 'backwoodsmen. Let's oprove that loyal blue and royal gold
mean something, and that we can give the community a treat unequa lled by any in the land.

* * * * *
Junior Class
L eague

The Ba ket-Ball season has been a hot one fo r the
Junior League. The first three Highs, Seconds A and
B, and Third Highs A and B put out good hard-work-·
ing teams. Second A pro.ved the best of the seven, beating Third A,
Third B, Second B, First A, First B and the Sophomores of West
High.
Third B came out second best in the series losing only to Second
A and winning from First B and Third A.
F irst B bowed to Third B and Second A, but walloped F irst C,
Second B and First A.
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Third A lost their scalps to Third B and Second A, but took the
meat from First C and Second B.
First A paid tribute to Second B, First B, and Second A, but won
from F irst C.
Second B gave in to Second A, First B, Third A, but pulled one
over on First A.
First C lost to First A, Third A, First B, Second A and Second B.
The Indian
League

* * * * *

Our Athletic reporter exe rted some pains to dope out
the games of this league. He even figured the averages.
Won Lost Percentage
Iroquo is ...... . ............ . . 7
0
1000
Hurons ..................... 5
2
715
Muskingums ....... . .. . . . . . .. 4
2
666
Cuyahogas .............. . .... 4
3
572
Eries . . . ..... .. .. . .... , . . . . . 2
5
285
Miamies . . . .. ... . .......... . 2
5
285
Senecas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
5
285
Niagaras . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6
142

Hand Ball

As the first warm zephyrs melted the snow from th e
court the High School's hand~ball artists began to
round into trammg. Kleinschnitz, Gill and Krummert are fast becoming stars under Lavell's tutorship while John Gallagher is urgmg Third B's bottom brick champs to mee t Orcnski, Bourgeo is, Smith
and Westropp of Fou rt h High fame. Nearly half of the Fourth year
lads crowd the courts which were once so vacant. Second year has
a host of representatives on the side wal l whi le now and then you
sec a game in progress against the wall o f the gym.
Class
Journalism

;

* * * * *

A month or so ago F ourth Hig h was brou ght to its
fee t by the appearance of a class paper, th e Fourth
High Weekly, edited by Mr. Stephen A. Boysko. The
fever spread; and in a week another- a rival of the first-The Trium virate-was in the fie ld, exceeding its predecessor in size, con taining
two editorial sections, a cartoon and a poetry section. Both papers
excite consider able attention and are equall y patronized by the class.
Third B was the first in the fie ld with one regu lar paper of no mean
ab il ities, "The Morning Mush," but our correspondent refuses to
give u s a ny opinion of it for some unknown reason.

* * * * *

Fourth H igh w.as convinced a few weeks ago that
capital pun ish ment should by no means be abolished
in the U nited States. Messr s. Ka ndrac an d B udjenski ob ta ined the decision ove r Messrs. Westr opp an d
Gallagher. A t the last meet ing, M essrs. N ovy and L. Smith convinced
the Societ y that Military T rai ni ng would be inj urious to High Sch ool.

Junior
Debating
Society
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Me~ s r

. O renski a nd ~lahoney abl y uph eld the negative bu t their argument s w er e not as C•)tn ·incin g as tho se of th e a ffirmative.

• • * * *
Things to
Bwn
Midnight
Oil Over

F igurin g o ut how lo ng M a na ger Koehler of Basket
Ball fa me can keep th a t jersey of his spotless.
D opin g out ho w Mr. Ryan is to di pose of those skatin g cap s a nd patriotic buttons in the lunch room "novelty case."
If Bill McGinnis shoots a billiard ball throug h the lu nch room
door how far would J o hnny Stover shoot it?
How· did Bill Clyne com e into possession of th a t ten cent Havana
which Father Hendrix confiscat ed ?
Cornelius J. McLaughlin, '20

Loyola High School
As spri ng with its blo ssoms and warm sunshine approaches, th e
Loyola boys are eagerly lookin g forward to uhe eloc ution preliminaries. Talent is not at all lack ing among the studen t s, and kee n·
competition is antic ipated , especiall y when the finals a re r eached.

*"** * *
Sodality

On March 25th, the feast of the Annunciation, the Sodalit y received H oly Communi on, and according t o the wish
and suggestion of the Sodal ity of the Hague, prayed fo r peace. On
the p receding day a fast was observed . Under the dir ection of Rev.
Fath er Henneman, the sodalit y sec ti o n s have been very ac tive. The
Eucharistic secti o n r eceived Communion every Sunday, and also once,
during th e week. The Li terary Sectio n collects magazines and are
engaged in distributing them at hospitals and prisons. The entertainment section has been somewhat inactive of late, but it is hoped
that the work of this section will .soon be taken up again with some
of the old tim e zeal.

* * * * *
Athletics

The baske t-b a ll season which began December 8hh, and
ended February 24th, though not as successful as in form er years, had stronger t eams to mee t, and considering this, it is
safe t o say th at th e t eam made a fairly good showing.
Starting th e season with a v ictory over West Commerce put
confidence into Captain Sweeney and! hi s players, but defeats at the
hands of Lincoln , \Vest Tech , Alumni a nd S'haw were a hard blow
to the squad. Then came the Loyola retaliation. Univers ity was
beaten by a larger score than Shaw or Central had made against the
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same team. St. Tgnatius High was defeated for the second consecutive year. A game with South High, of Akron, was then arranged,
but on account of bad weather, cancelled. Sandusky came next, and
Loyola played its best game of the year with a full line-up on the
floor and a defeat for Sandusky. But this ended the winning streak,
and games to Huron, the Northern Ohio champions, and to Geneva
repeated the experience of the early part of the season.
With a good number of veterans back, and a fine crowd of youngsters left to fill the holes left by last year's graduates, Loyola bids
fair to have a winning baseball squad. Manager Paul Hoynes and
Johnny Sords, the mainstay of the pitching staff, are doing their best
to round the candidates into shape, and to repeat last year's feat of
winning seven and losing but one game. The schedule has not as yet
been announced, but games with University, New London, Youngstown and several C leveland teams are almost assured. Without Gavin
and Casey behind the bat this year, the team will not be so strong,
but in Smith and Grdina will be found the makings of a good backstop. On first base \h/ eizar, a freshman, looks good. Manager
Hoynes will be seen again at seco n d. Carl Turk, small but fast, wi ll
most probaJbly ho ld down third, while Birmingham and Ahe rn are
working for short. The outfield will miss Heckman, Anthony a nd
Gafney, but from the showing made by the new candidates, they wi ll,
with a little coaching, more than fill the gaps. Cummings, Englehart ,
Gc uri nk and Quin lan, all promising tw irlers, will help Sords on the
pitching end, and wi ll complete a team with wonderful oppo rtunitie3
a nd a fine chance of winning the city champion!>hip .

• • • * *
Newman
Literary

The officers for the new term a rc Dennis Hoynes, Pres .;
Walter Martin, Vice-Pres.; Paul Hoynes, Sec'y.; William Randel, Treas. Many interesting debates were he ld
d uring th e past term, and the new officers are do ing their utmost to
m a ke t he second t erm better t ha n the first.

• • * * •
Operetta

V/ith the date for the Co ll ege Operetta not far distant,
we arc p leased to see the Loyola boys co-operating so
heartily with their west side fr iends in their efforts to make the event
of May 6th a g lowing success.

* • * * *
Junior
Within the past year, a new debating society, The Junior
Debat ing
Literary, has cotC~e into the light. The officers arc,
Society
Foran Hand rick, Pres.; John Tininan, Vice-Pres.; Raymond Gibbons, scc'y.; Joseph Martin, treas. A number of debates
on such vital topics as "Preparedness", "The City Manager Pla n",
"Latin and Greek in the High Schoo l", and the Literacy Test have
been held. The members, under the direction of Mr. Crotty, S. J.,
have demonstrated that the Senior debaters had better have a care
of t he ir laurel - .
DR~~IS A. HOYNES

Athletics
By Daniel I. Gallagher, '19
The thought of basketball has hardly slipped the memory when
Spring endows sportdom with the national pastime. Days of sunlit
skies awakened the dormant spirit of outdoor· sport which has been
in sweet repose through many wintry months. When the first baseball day presented itself along about March 25th, Coach Savage gave
the office to the candidates and, then it happened. Rusty spikes fell
victims to the file, stiffened gloves got their oily once overs, singing
bats once more fell into the fond embrace of black tape. The gay
old horsehide floated to and fro about the yard and the welcome
"crack" of a Louisville-slugger reached our ears. In due time the
doors of the gym opened wide and some fifty athletes limbered up
their precious salary whips.
From last year's squad there remain A. Sommer, Andrews, Galla gher, Bricke l and Craft. The present season's candidates include
McKenna, Nelan, Keegan, Koehler, McGraw, Jordan, L. Sommerhauser, Podsedley, Fergus, Gara, Gaffney, Clyne, Condon, Glavich,
Bojinsky and Hoanley. From the appearance of this line-<Up we conclude that Coach Savage will have to spend days of weary and restless consideration in choosing the squad that will represent Ignatius
on the ball field this year. There is by no means a dearth of pitchers,
and right now each one seems fit to take a fling for nine rounds on
the rubber. Charlie Nelan and Harold McKenna have come from
Campion with big league accents attached to their baseball conversations. At Campion they have each carved a niche in the baseball
hall of fame. Let's hope they put a bigger dinge in our hall.
At the first cushion Andy Sommer and Charlie Nelan are having
a merry tussle. Andy has had a year's experience at this bag while
heretofore Nelan has confined his efforts to the outfield, preferring
to pick them out of the air than out of the dirt. Second base also
claims two candidate , Frank Andrews and Ralph Koehler. Both are
"eatin g up" t·he balls that come low and close to the ground. Keegan
and Bojinski are under the Coach's eye for the shortstop position.
At third there are Glavich and Gallagher. To mention the outfield
candidates in their entirety would be somewhat similar to calling the
whole student body by their individual names. Art Brickel seems to
be rather secure as the first string pitcher. Brickel's arm is in fine
shape at present and from the way he win gs them over in practice,
he seems to have his ears cocked for the word "go". Ray Craft, our
only south-paw, the gent who handed Mount Union College a terrible lacing last year, is close on Brickel's springy O'Sullivan's. John
Podsedley is probab ly th e most versat~le candidate on the list.
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This gent plays any position on fhe ball field, and each one well.
Podsedley is behind the bat quite often during the practice session s
and is some backstopper. John will not have to worry about his
catcher when he himself, pitches. If the catcher is injured, John
works his slow ball, and arrives behind the bat just in time to catch
himself. T o account for this we give two reasons, so take your
choice. Either John is faster himself than the slow ball, or he throws
a boomerang towards third base. Paul Curran's slow ball had noth ing on this one. Louie Sommerhauser and Ed. McGraw are in line
for the catch er's job. Just who will be behind the stick when the first
game is played is still uncertain. The race is a tight one.
Manager Ted Walters has arranged a sc hedule that des e rve s
much credit. Ted has worked dili ge ntly fo r the past few months negotiating with the best colleges in and out of the state. The opening game of the season is billed for April 12th at Hiram. Ignatius
should give Hiram a sound trimming, if precedent or traditions play
any part in baseball. Last year we defeated Hiram once and tied
them another time.
As proof that we have only the best on our schedule you have
only to look the list over and no tice uch institutions as Notre Dame,
University of Detroit, Canisius and Bluffton. In every sport in which
the College takes interest it will be noticed that fhe best teams are
brought here in an effort to show the home folks only the big
leaguers. This should be the motive that every athletic manager
Should have in mind. Coach Savage is a stanch believer in the oqd
adage "The bigger they are the harder they fall." So bring them on.
The following is the baseball schedule fN this season of 1917 :

* * * * *
The Base Ball Schedule
April 12-Hiram at Hiram.
April 19-Heidelberg at home.
April 26-Kent Normal at Kent.
May

3-B,Iuffton at home.

May lQ.-Canisius at home.
May 17-Findlay at home.
May 24-Hiram at home.
May 28---0rohard Lake at Detroit.
May 29-Notre Dame at South Bend.
May 3Q.-Find1ay at Findlay.
May 31-Bliffton at Bluffton.

THE DRIFTWOOD PRODUCING CO., INC.,
p resent
"A MOVING PICTURE"
by "Earn."
(This

IS

no t a moving picture.)

CAST
Jerry H a nl ey, fond of ghost s tori es, a nd scared unto death
by on e tha t he has just hea rd ..... . .. .. ..... .. ..... Jer ry H a nley
Geor ge W arth, J er ry's bunky ........ . . . ... . ..... . .... Geo rge W a rth
Bud Bun ga rt, a pla y ful spri t e ........... .. ............ . B ud B un ga rt
Scene-Cham bre du Sleep e du Je rri e.
Time-1 a. m.
Curta in ri ses to the tune o f Schubert's "Mo o nlight Snorata."
J erry- 2-z-z-z-zzzzh ah a haaaaha-z-zz.
Geo rge-2-zahzahzahzah- z-z-z-z-zzah .
Bud- ( outside the door) - T -t-t- tttish.
J. -2 --z-z-z-z----ah-zah .
G. -( ditto).
(Bud jerks the string tied to J er ry's majo r' d exte r toe.
J erry- (awa king in te rro r) Whazzat ?
( Bud j erks a nother s tr ing tlm t agitates a p icture on the wa ll.)
].- (sha kin g G. vi olentl y)-George!
G.- 2 -z-z-z-zz-zzz.
(Bud again j e rks the p ic tu re strin g.)
] .-Geor ge ! Coxey! George!
G.-(sleepily)-Wha t ?
] .-Dja hear that ?
G. -(peev ish ly )- Wha t ?
(Bud again shakes up t'he picture.)
] .- (h oarse ly) ~That!
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G.-Naw! (Head hits pillow with a thud.) Z-z-z-z-z-z-zzzz.
Bud-(chuckling hysterically)-Tt-t-tttish!
(Gives both strings a terrific jerk. P icture bangs thunderously
on the wall, and Jerry is dragged out of bed without ceremony.
] erry-(cold with fear)-Oh! (deep bass,) Ah, (Baritone).
Help! (tenor.)
Eeeee-e-e-e-eeeeee-ee-e-e-ee (High C Soprano.
Running the gamut of emotions.
] erry fumb,l es around bureau for a match. Finds one a nd lights
every burner on the seventeen-light chandelier.
].-Aha! What's this? (Examines strin g on toe. Follows
string into bed.) G-gr-r-rrr-rrr-rrrrr-. (and then he prings upon
the snoozing George, a n d . - - - - - - (The rest of this scene hl3.s been cut by the Board of Censors)No! That ain't right-This ain't a moving picture.
It's "A MOVI 1 G PICTURE."
(Curtain falls with a bang).

* * * * *
ACT II
Scene-Bud Bungart's Bud<Yir.
Bud-(stretching prodigiously) Ho Hum.
(after a few moments) 2-z-z-z-z-zzzzz-z.
(Curtain.)

* * * * *
We know a Philosopher Coxic
Whose ways are decidedly foxie,
For he s leeps late o' mornings,
Spite o' calls, threats a nd warning&,
So he goes to Mass a Ia proxie.

* * * * *
Our readers may see that we have spared no trouble or suspense
in providing for them no less an attraction than Dick Gaffney, the
well-known Philosopher of the Sophomore Class. After a period of
deep reflection, the oracle made the following revelations: "You can
stall through some branches all the time, and through all the branches
some of the time, but you can't get away with them all a11 of the
time. Selah!

* * * * *

"A pony when in need
Is worth a Pacloard for speed."
U-SA-V ?

* • * * *
"Say, Charlie, wherein do mother's bread-dough and the coin of
the realm differ?
"Letter flicker, Sammie."
"Why we knead them both, dontchaknow."
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Mr. Ford's Freezers
(By Mr. Gaffney, only rival of Mr. Crackswell.)
Izza-Well now, do you fathom me?
Door-Of course not! Who said I was at sea?

* * * * *

Professor-This does not smack of the midnight oil.
Student-Well, I'm not related to John D.

* * * * *

Uncle-I suppose you're the man of affuirs at home since your
big brother left to study abroad.
Willie-It's nice, except at mealtimes.
Uncle-How's that?
Willie-! have to eat all the crust now.
(Ask Dick, he knows.)

* * * * *

There is a young fellow, Gilhoolie,
Who is chumming around with our Doolie,
They are great getting ads,
By avoiding mad dads,
When they smash up the parlor undoolie.

* * * * *

Sam Keefe-( contemp lating a dollar bill)-Ho hum!
Jim Slowey-How'd you get the dollar bill, Sammie?
Sammie-A little second-story work out on 99th, Jim.

* * * * *

Professor-Translate, "Hai de poleis enosoun."
Joe vValsh-The cities were disinfected.

* * * * *

Professor-Translate "In pedite robur."
Student-There was oak in their feet.
(VI ooden legs, maybe, huh?)

* * * * *

Fresh air Fiend-Say, One Lung, do you raise or lower your
window at night ?
One Lung-That all depends, Freshie. If some Flunkie has left
it open at th e top, I raise it. If at the bottom, I lower it.
-Richard Gaffney.

* * * * *
Mr. A . Torney-! hear that your friend, Clancy, had a collision
with an automobile while out riding yesterday.
Pat-Yes, the Henry got quite ta111gled up, Mr. A. T-orney.
Mr. A.-But he had the rlight of way, didn't he?
Pat-Sure, and he had to right away drag the poo1'1 thing out
from under the other fellow's machine, before it got run over.
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Purlock Hones at the Front
The times were perilous and foreboding. Even the creatures of
the air began to feel the effects of war. One afternool'll Hones and
myself were seated on our front porch, when there was a flash of
black from the sky, and a smal l object fell with a thud at our feet. I
started up, but with magnificent presence of rruind, displayed no othe r
sign. of terror than a short cry to Hones to save me. However, he
sat silent for some time, and then picked up the object. It was a bat
in its last agony. lt fe lt extreme ly heavy, and when we cut it open,
we found that it was full of bird shot or small lead pellets. "Strange!"
muttered Hones, "Is it hereditary, accidental, the result o.f the war,
or a peculiar appetite of the bird?"
That night I heard strange sounds, but dared not get up on
account of the dreadful omen of the preceding afternoon. In the
morning Hones had disappeared as if into empty a ir.
Three months had gone by. I had given Hones up for lost
when one day he strolled unconcernedly into my c·hamber, and ro
my excited questions only replied, "Have you got a good cigar?
Those French "Perfum de Ropeaux" make me s ick." After a good
smoke he narrated the following weird tale:
"I've been at the front. I knew the bat had fl ow n from there,
because I recognized the lead shot as German-made in Essen. Enlisting as a private I m1ngled with the men, and soon. found a clew.
The bats fly low over the men's heads at nightfall, and some of the
soldiers amuse themselves by tossing up crumbs which the bats seize
while on the wing, so proficient lvave they become. One afternoo n a
soldlier having no surplus crumbs, began to t oss up lead shot instead,
w'hich the bats seized up o n and swallowed. After they had devoured
a certain number they began to fall from the huge weight, and this
interested the men. The more scientifically inclined have already
coiUJPuted what species of bat can hold the most pellets, but it seems
that the one which fell at our door displayed a wonderful amount of
endurance. I bore the bird to the French Academy of Arts and Sciences and presented it to the director. So great was their gratitude
for this signal work that they have erected a statue in my honor in
the Champs Elysees in Paris. My name is a h ouseho·ld word in
France. I have received a Medal of Honor and the congratulations
of the President. I have received more than all this. I have here a
most valuable and costly object. Then unwrapping the paper which
he 'had carefully carried in a concealed pocket, he displayed-a GENUINE POTATO!

* * * * *

Professor-What number is "exelaunei"?
Neil Ahlm-Number 14, Page 65.

* * * * *

Professor-Buck, what is a parasanog?
Buck-A dol1ar-sixty at Seckel's.
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Brainy Sophomore-Mac, what docs "nobis sub ponte" mean?
McGinness (the bright boy of Third A)-Under the bridge for us!
Why don't you ask something hard?

*

*

* * *

It is rumored that Patrick Haggerty, the famous scientist has
enriched Cleveland •by another famous invention. The little boys
d01wn his way amuse themselves by stretchung strings across the
s treet, and tripping fordkars . Patrick devised an upright safety-razor
bla.de, with the edge forward , which cuts the strings.

* * * * *
Our Eskimo readers have been somewhat neglected of late. Let
us assure them th:at in our next issue we wjll present an article for
their own special benefit, en titled, "Lawn Mow-itis and garden
hosiery."

* * * * *

Final hints by Mr. Crackswell's sole rival:
Never throw away an old tennis racquet. You can use it for a.
bread-toaster.
Never throw away an old bread-toaster. You can use it for a
tennis recquet .

Exchanges
The Cion-

A tardy arrival but an interesting one is the Clongowniar., a year-book published by t-he students of Clongownes
Wood College, Sallins, Co., Kildare, Ireland. Dated June,
1916, it was over six months in reaching us, held up, we assume, by
mail considered more important. It is a magnificent piece of work
from cover to cover and well worth the wait. A great difference is
seen from our American magazines in the entire absence of all
lighter efforts, poetry, fiction , humor and such. There are several
well-written essays (one in Gaelic, on which the writer can pass no
judgment for obvious reasons) and the usual departments and chronicles of school life. The rest of the magazine is entirely concerned
with the all-important subject across the ocean, the war. There are
letters from former students of Clongownes, now at the front, from
France, from the Dardanelles, even from British East Africa. There
are numerous and gratifying notices of army honors received . There
is, also, a quite lengthy li st of brave fellows who have lost their li ves
or th eir liberty in defense of their country. In their loss, however,
it is some consolation to have conclusive evidence that Catholics
both in Ireland and elsewhere are doing their share, and more than
their share in maintaining t>he greatest conflict that the world has
ever known. For the bravery and the patriotism displayed at this
college is not the except ion , we feel sure in asserting, but the rule
among Catholic schools throughout all Europe.
gownian

• • • * *
The
Labarum

Our fair contemporaries of Mt. St. Joseph have done
themselves proud in the current issue of the Labarum.
One of the most attractive of our exchanges, it has in
addition literary merit of the highest order. It is characterized throughout by an elegance and artistic finish that mark it as the product of
unceasing care and attention. To our mind honors are divided between
"Crashaw, the Mystic Lyrist," and "The Development of the Short Story
in America." The former is a sketch of the life and work of Richard
Crashaw, a poet too little known and appreciated except by his fellow
poets; the latter is a clear and vivid portrayal of the growth a nd perfecti on of the art of short story writing in America. In this latter connection, it is refreshing to see mention made of Poe without dragging his
rather unfortunate character into the matter. " otes of Robert Louis
Stevenson" is an unique and interesting feature, being a collective
criticism of that author's •best essays done by the m emb ers of the
Freshman class, each contributor taking one essay as the subject
matter of a short article. "Miss Diogenes" though based on an al-
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most thread-bare topic, is well done. "One Must Suffer to be Beautiful" is hardly up to the standard of the rest of the magazine. We
congratulate the Labarum on its large number of contributors .

* * * * *
De Paul
Minerva!.

The February issue of the Minerva! admirably upholds
that publications' lo ng established reputation as a solid,
substantial magazine. The articles "American Equality,"
"The Destiny of Man" and "Orestes Brownson" arc, in fact, almost
too profound and learned for our poor selves to hazard a criticism.
Suffice it to say that they convey sound principles and set forth for
the reader's delectation unquestioned facts, and that th ey do this in
an interesting fashion notwithstanding their rath er unallurin g titles.
In th e matter of sho rt stories, however, the Minerva! fails to come
up to its usual standard. In another magazine perhaps, these same
sto ri es would appear passable or even creditable, but we have been
accustomed to fiction of such quality in the Minerva! that the present
iss ue seems woefully deficient. "The Execution of Bob" is lacking in
coherence and is rather unreal without the saving quality of fancifulne ss. "The Sower," a novelization of the play of the same name
g iv en by the students of De Paul, is marred by a vulgar scene between Bob Stanley and a cheap, third-ra te actress which adds nothing
to our conception of the character of the hero but is simply an arbitrary interpolation of the author, for the act ress' name doe's not
appea r in the cast for the play give n elsewhere in the magazine, intr oduced, as far as we can judge, to display the author's knowledge
of up-t o-date s lan g. Possibly th e author is out of his element in this
story since it is a noveliza tion of a nother's work, but, whatever be
th e reaso n, we have seen much better work from his pen.
A certain fellow Ex-man has been getting it h o t and heavy from
all quarters lately. Even our make-'Up man was inspired by some evil
ge niu s to transp ose "hypercriti cal" into "hypocritical" in a co mment
which we made anent this gentleman's methods. Whatever we may
think of those methods, we certainly would not go so far as t o call
them hypocritica l, a nd we apologize, with more sincerity than grace,
for the error.
We thankfully acknowledge th e following Exchanges:
Belmont Review, Blue and Gold, Buff and Blue, The Campion,
The Canisius M onthly, The Collegian, Columbiad, De Paul Minerva!,
The Dial , The Exponent, Fleur de Lis, The Clongowian, The Labarum, The Laurel, Loyola University Magazine, The Ignatian, Marquette University ] ournal, Niagara Index, Notre Dame Scholastic,
The Redwood, St. Peter's College ] ournal, St. Vincent College ] ournal, Pacific Star, St. John's University Rec ord, The Viatorian, The
Xavier Athaneum, St. ] oseph's Lilies, Marquette Tribune, The Saint
Francis, Villa Sancta Scholastica.
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BOOK REVIEW

The Poets of the Future. Henry T. Schnittkind, Ph. D ,. Boston ;
Strafor d Co. P rice, $1.00.
The Poets of the Future are college men and women. As the
pub lishe r s very appropriately say, "There is in many of these poems
a tone of sincerity as yet untouched by professionalism, as. well as a
note of deep idealism which makes the book decidedly wo rth while."
The editor has collected what is in his estimation the best verse found
in the various college publications of the scholastic year 1915-16.
These one hundred and forty-seven poems express pretty well what
the youthful poets of today are w r iting about, and in what style.
There are among these, embryo Ri leys, Southeys, Shelleys, Thompsons, who w ill influence the literature of the futur e. It is gratifying
to the lover of the older poet r y, that free verse is sparsely represe nted in the volume. The poets of today and tomorrow will express
themselves in the language of Tennyson and Shell ey. The vo lu me
is fitt in g ly dedicated, "To the Singers of the Songs of Youth."
-A. A. B. ' 17.
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Give Me Souls!
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On .flfrica '3 D>lld3 condemned to live.
The3 e iiVe me, Lord, for in their 3et"l>ice
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THE SODALITY OF ST. PETER CLAVER FOR THE AFRICAN
MISSIONS with American Headquarters in the Fullerton Building, St. Louis, Mo.,
appeals to the Catholics of the United States to help-with material aid- fill up that
which is wanting in their heroic oblation.
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